











BALLOT CLERK FOR MANY YEARS
ROLAND V. OSBORNE
1925 - 1992
MEMBER OF KINGSTON FIRE DEPT.
DEDICATION OF 1992 ANNUAL REPORT
The 1992 Annual Town Report is gratefully dedicated to all Town Volunteers who serve our com-
munity. These devoted men and women contribute countless hours serving on Town Boards,
Commissions, various Committees and Organizations.
With their assorted interests, abilities and talents, these people are the mainstay of our Town.
Their services provided free of charge to the Town cannot be calculated monetarily.
It is with great pride and gratitude that we recognize these many individuals and extend our sin-
cere appreciation. They are truly an integral element in Kingston's present <md future.
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STATE SENATOR - DISTRICT #19
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
DISTRICT #10
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Stamatios Yiokarinis, Chair
Jeremy D. Russman
Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
Walter S. Clark, Sr.
Leo J. Moriarty
Robert L. Pothier, Jr.
Olive F. Moriarty
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Walter S. Clark, Sr.
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George W. Leate
Michael R. Priore, Appointed
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William A Timmons, Jr.
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David A. Dearborn, Chairman
Benedetto Romano
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Peter M. Sullivan, Resigned
Mark A. Marino
Anthony L. Whitcomb, Resigned
Term Expires 1994
William S. Eckel, Secretary
Dorothy M. Wagner
Carroll E. Wright, Chairman
Norman R. Hurley
Susan C. Cavanagh, Resigned
Term Expires 1995
Henry R. J. Chabot
Marilyn B. Barlett, Appointed
1992 TOWN COMMITTEES
KINGSTON REFUSE RECYCLING CENTER COMMITTEE
(SOLID WASTE TASK FORCE)
Terms Expire March 31, 1993
Carl P. Oppenheimer Barbara Williams
Carolyn D. Harlow Richard L. Russman
Anthony L. Whitcomb, Chairman, Resigned Bruce Gilbert
Scott Harlow
Terms Expire March 31, 1994
Valerie S. Gilbert Mary E. Penney
Brian T. Quinlan , Debbie Thompson
Bruce Campbell
QUAD TOWN SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
Anthony L. Whitcomb, Resigned Bruce A Campbell
KINGSTON SOOTH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Terms Expire December 31, 1994
Bettie C. Ouellette Holly Ouellette
Lynne B. Merrill, Chairperson Faith M. Hume
Lawrence H. Rich Marilyn B. Bartlett
James T. Rankin, Sr. Robert L. Pothier, Jr.
Pamela C. Verrill Ruth S. Albert
George H. Harmon Stephen T. Sousa, Resigned
COMPUTER SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Donald J. Eadie Bettie C. Ouellette
Alice J. T^rbox James T. Rankin, Sr., Chairman
Holly Ouellette, Systems Adm.
KINGSTON CABLE TELEVISION COMMITTEE
Kenneth F. Briggs, Jr., Chairman Steven B. Durgin
John W. Flanders, Sr, Anthony Whitcomb, Resigned
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. Henry Chabot
Michael R. Priore James T. Rankin, Sr.
Kathleen M. Sullivan Michael S. Gursky
GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
Stamatios Yiokarinis (Selectman) Richard St. Hilaire (Employee)
Ernest Landry, Chairman (Resident) David G. Conant (Resident)
Ellen Faulconer, Appointed Susan Cavanagh, Resigned
TOWN OF KINGSTON, N. H.
MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING - MARCH 10, 1992
ARTICLE 1 - The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 10 A.M. by the Moderator, James T.
Rankin, Sr. for the balloting for Town Officers, Officers of the Sanborn Regional School District and 7
Zoning Questions. The Moderator announced that the absentee ballots would be processed at 1:30 P.M.
It was voted that at the close of voting at 8 P.M. and after the ballots have been counted, the meeting
would be continued at 7 P.M. on Wednesday at the Swasey Gymnasium, to take up the remaining arti-
cles in the Warrant.
The Town Clerk, Bettie C. Ouellette, broke the seals on the boxes of ballots, and the Moderator
inspected the ballot boxes. The Ballot Clerks were Donna M. Grier, Carolyn R. Christie, Holly Ouellette,
Eleanor L. Childs and Charles A. Bradley, Jr. Lawrence H. Rich was in charge of the microphone.
Selectman Stamatios Yiokarinis was present. The additional counters at night were Marilyn B. Bartlett,
David G. Conant, Carolyn D. Harlow, Judith C. Smith, Edward W. Jervis, Jr., Norma B. Jervis, Norma
M. Quintal, Sheila J. Whittier, Donald J. Eadie, Donna L. Snow, Brian D. Collins, George H. Harmon,
Olive F. Moriarty, Linda M. Nadeau, Mary L. Mercurio, Elaine A. Van Dyke, Deborah J. Nowak, Ruth B.
S. Albert, Gloria M. Parsons and Diane M Vaillant.
The following results of the balloting were announced by the Moderator:
Total cast 1939, including 130 absentee ballots. Total voters on the check list - 2896.
MODERATOR FOR 2 YEARS:
Electra L. Alessio 1566*
SELECTMAN FOR 3 YEARS:
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. 1246
Peter E. Wilson, Sr. 668
SELECTMAN FOR 1 YEAR:
KurtWBaitz 437
Ronald B. Davis 64
Roxanne M. Moore 587
Jeremy D. Russman 755*
SUPERVISOR OF CHECK LIST FOR 6 YEARS:
Henry R. J. Chabot 734
Robert L. Pothier, Jr. 883 *
TREASURER FOR 1 YEAR:
Olive Moriarty 1610*
CHIEF OF POLICE FOR 1 YEAR:
Mark A. Marino 449
Neil R.Parker 1473*
POLICE OFFICERS FOR I YEAR:
Donald W. Briggs, Jr. 1535*
James M. Champion 1439*
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CONSTABLE FOR 1 YEAR:
Peter R Easier 1591*
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR 3 YEARS:
MaryV.Kanaly 1551*
William Timmons (write-in) 18 *
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR 3 YEARS:
Albert J. Brien 1294*
Cassandra S. Robinson 1380 *
Diane M. Vaillant 1367*
FIREWARD FOR 3 YEARS:
Edward Wayne Conant , 1490*
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR 3 YEARS:
Susan E. Cavanagh 1342*
Henry R. J. Chabot 1264*
Carroll E. Wright 1222*
Norman Hurley (write-in) 72 *
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR 2 YEARS:
Dorothy M. Wagner 1474*
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR 1 YEAR:
R. Bradley Maxwell 646
George W. Mitchell 775*
*Elected
ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To insert as the final sentence in Section d.,
Septic System Design Installation under the Aquifer Protection Ordinance on page 39: In the case
where a failed septic system located on an existing non-conforming lot of record must be replaced
within the Aquifer Protection District, the Kingston Health Inspector shall be responsible for final
approval of the location of the installation of the replacement system?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will shorten the time needed to replace failed septic systems.
YES 1322 NO 439
ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To add to Article VI, Section 6.17 Building
Location and Construction: In the case of failed septic systems located on existing non-conforming lots
of record the health inspector will have the authority to approve the installation of replacement sys-
tems nearer than one hundred (100) feet to a water supply, well, stream, pond, marsh, swamp, wet
meadow, wetlands or other body of water. In no instance shall such installation come closer to said
water bodies than seventy-five (75) feet?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will shorten the time needed to replace failed septic systems.
YES 1294 NO 449
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ARTICLE 7:Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 3 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To insert at Section D. Use Regulations as
Paragraph 2 under Item 3 under the Shoreland Protection District on page 45: In the case where a
failed septic system located on an existing non-conforming lot of record must be replaced within the
Shoreland Protection District, the Kingston Health Inspector shall be responsible for final approval of
the location of the installation of the replacement system?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will shorten the time needed to replace failed septic systems.
YES 1326 NO 394
ARTICLE 8:Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No 4 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To update the Flood Plain Ordinance as mandated
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will allow Kingston to participate in the Federal Flood Insurance
Program.
YES 1448 NO 278
Revised 10/23/91
Kingston Floodplain Development Ordinance
This ordinance, adopted pursuant to the authority of RSA 674:16, shall be known as the Town of
Kingston Floodplain Development Ordinance. The regulations in this ordinance shall overlay and sup-
plement the regulations in the Town of Kingston Zoning Ordinance, and shall be considered part of
the Zoning Ordinance for purposes of administration and appeals under state law. If any provision of
this ordinance differs or appears to conflict with any provision of the Zoning Ordinance or other ordi-
nance or regulation, the provision imposing the greater restriction or more stringent standard shall be
controlling.
The following regulations in this ordinance shall apply to all lands designated as special flood haz-
ards areas by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in its "Flood Insurance Study for
the Town of Kingston, N.H." together with the associated Flood Insurance Rate maps with an effective
date of April 15, 1992, which are declared to be a part of this ordinance and are hereby incorporated by
reference.
Item I Definition of Tenns: The following definitions shall apply only to this Floodplain
Development Ordinance, and shall not be affected by, the provisions of any other ordinance of the
Town of Kingston.
"Area ofShallow Flooding" means a designated AO, AH, or VO zone on the Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) with a one-percent or greater annual possibility of flooding to an average depth of one to
three feet where a clearly defined channel does not exist, where the path of flooding is unpredictable
and where velocity flow may be evident. Such flooding is characterized by ponding or sheet-flow.
"Area ofSpecial Flood Hazard" is the land in the floodplain within the Town of Kingston subject to
a one-percent or greater possibility of flooding in any given year. The area is designated as zone A on
the FHBM and is designated on the FIRM as zones A and AE.
"Base Flood" means the flood having a one-percent possibility of being equalled or exceeded in any
given year.
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"Basement" means any area of a building having its floor subgrade on all sides.
"Building" see "structure".
"Breakaway wall" means a wall that is not part of the structural support of the building and is
intended through its design and construction to collapse under specific lateral loading forces without
causing damage to the elevated portion of the building or supporting foundation.
"Development" means any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate, including
but not limited to buildings or other structures, mining dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation,
or drilling operation.
"FEMA" means the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
"Flood" or "Flooding" means a general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation
of normally dry land areas from:
(1) the overflow of inland or tidal waters.
(2) the unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source.
"FloodElevation Study" means an examination, evaluation, and determination of flood hazards
and if appropriate, corresponding water surface elevations, or an examination and determination of
mudslide or flood - related erosion hazards.
"FloodHazardBoundary Map" (FHBM) means an initial insurance map issued by FEMA that iden-
tifies, based on approximate analyses, areas of 100-year flood hazard within a community.
"Flood Insurance Rate Map" (FIRM) means an official many incorporated with this ordinance, on
which FEMA has delineated both the special flood hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable
to the Town of Kingston.
"Flood Insurance Study" - see "Flood elevation study".
"Floodplain" or "Flood-prone area" means any land area susceptible to being inundated by water
from any source (see definition of "Flooding").
"Floodproofing" means any combination of structural and non-structural additions, changes, or
adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real estate or improved real
property, water and sanitation facilities, structures and their contents.
"Floodway" - see "Regulatory Floodway".
"Functionally dependent use" means a use which cannot perform its intended purpose unless it is
located or carried out in close proximity to water. The term includes only docking and port facilities
that are necessary for the loading/unloading of cargo or passengers, and ship building/repair facilities
but does not include long-term storage or related manufacturing facilities.
"Highest adjacent grade" means the highest natural elevation of the ground surface prior to con-
struction next to the proposed walls of a structure.
"Historic Structure" means any structure that is:
(a) Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places (a listing maintained by the
Department of Interior) or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as meeting
the requirements for individual listing on the National Register;
(b) Certified or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as contributing to
the historical significance of a registered historic district or a district preliminarily determined by
the Secretary to qualify as a registered historic district;
(c) Individually listed on a state inventory of historic places in states with historic preserva-
tion programs which have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior; or
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Individually listed on a local inventory of historic places in communities with historic preser-
vation programs that have been certified either:
1) By an approved state progrcim as determined by the Secretary of the Interior, or
2) Directly by the Secretary of the Interior in states without approved programs.
"Lowest Floor" means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement). An unfin-
ished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage in an
area other than a basement area is not considered a building's lowest floor; provided, that such an
enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation of the applicable non-elevation design
requirements of this ordinance.
"ManufacturedHome" means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is built on
a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without permanent foundation when connected to
the required utilities. For floodplain management purposes the term "manufactured home" includes
park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles placed on site for greater that 180 days.
"Mean sea level" means the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929 or other datum, to
which base flood elevations shown on a communities Flood Insurance Rate Map are referenced.
"100-year flood" - see "base flood"
"Regulatory floodway" means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land
areas that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without increasing the water surface
elevation. These areas are designated as floodways on the Flood Boundary and Floodway Map.
"Special flood hazard area" means an area having flood, mudslide, and/or flood-related erosion
hazards, and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as zone A, AO, Al-30, AE, A99, AH, VO, Vl-30, VE, V, M, or
E. (See - "Area ofSpecial Flood Hazard")
"Structure" means for floodplain management purposes, a walled and roofed building, including a
gas or liquid storage tank, that is principally above ground, as well as a manufactured home.
"Start ofConstruction" includes subst^lntial improvements, and means the date the building per-
mit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair, reconstruction, placement, or other
improvement was within 180 days of the permit date. The actual start means either the first placement
of permanent construction of a structure on site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installa-
tion of piles, the construction of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the place-
ment of manufactured home on a foundation. Permanent construction does not include land prepara-
tion, such as clearing, grading and filling; nor does it include the installation of streets and/or walk-
ways; nor does it include excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of
temporary forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as
garages or sheds not occupied as dwelling units or part of the main structure.
"Substantial damage" means damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of
restoring the structure to its before damaged condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the mar-
ket value of the structure before the damage occurred.
"Substantial Improvement" mtd^s any combination of repairs, reconstruction, alteration, or
improvements to a structure in which the cumulative cost equals or exceeds fifty percent of the mar-
ket value of the structure. The market value of the structure should equal: (1) the appraised value prior
to the start of the initial repair or improvement, or (2) in the case of damage, the value of the structure
prior to the damage occurring. For the purposes of this definition, "substantial improvement" is con-
sidered to occur when the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or other structural part of the
building commences, whether or not that alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure.
This term includes structures which have incurred substantial damage, regardless of actual repair
work performed. The term does not, however, include any project for improvement of a structure
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required to comply with existing health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which are solely neces-
sary to assure safe living conditions or any alteration of a "historic structure", provided that the alter-
ation will not preclude the structure's continued designation as a "historic structure".
"Water surface elevation" means the height, in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum
(NGVD) of 1929, (or other datum, where specified) of floods of various magnitudes and frequencies in
the floodplains.
Item II. All proposed development in emy special flood hazard areas shall require a permit.
Item III. The building inspector shall review all building permit applications for new construction
or substantial improvements to determine whether proposed building sites will be reasonably safe
from flooding. If a proposed building site is located in a special flood hazard area, all new construction
or substantial improvements shall:
(i) be designed (or modified) and adequately anchored to prevent floatation, collapse, or lateral
movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads, including the
effects of buoyancy,
(ii) be constructed with materials resistant to flood damage,
(iii) be constructed by methods and practices that minimize flood damages,
(iv) be constructed with electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equip-
ment, and other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from
entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of flooding.
Item IV. Where new or replacement water and sewer systems (including on-site systems) are pro-
posed in a special flood hazard area the applicant shall provide the Health Inspector with assurance
that these systems will be designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the sys-
tems and discharges from the systems into flood waters, and on-site waste disposal systems will be
located to avoid impairment to them or contamination from them during periods of flooding.
Item V. For all new or substantially improved structures located in Zones A, Al-30, AE, AH or AO,
the applicant shall furnish the following information to the building inspector:
(a) the as-built elevation (in relation to NGVD) of the lowest floor (including basement) and
include whether or not such structures contain a basement.
(b). if the structure has been floodproofed, the as-built elevation (in relation to NGVD) to
which the structure was floodproofed.
(c). any certification of floodproofing.
The Building Inspector shall maintain for public inspection, and shall furnish such information
upon request.
Item VI. The Building Inspector shall not grant a building permit until the applicant certifies that
all necessary permits have been received from those governmental agencies from which approval is
required by federal or state law, including Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972, 33 U. S. C. 1334.
Item VII. 1. In riverline situations, prior to the alteration or relocation of a watercourse the appli-
cant for such authorization shall notify the Wetlands Board of the New Hampshire Environmental
Services Department and submit copies of such notification to the Building Inspector, in addition to
the copies required by the RSA 483-A:l-b. Further, the applicant shall be required to submit copies of
said notification to those adjacent communities as determined by the Building Inspector, including
notice of all scheduled hearings before the Wetlands Board. In addition construction within wetland
areas requires notification of the Kingston Conservation Commission and the Planning Board.
2. The applicant shall submit to the Building Inspector, certification provided by a registered pro-
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fessional engineer, assuring that the flood carrying capacity of an altered or relocated watercourse can
and will be maintained.
3. The Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and reasonably utilize any floodway data available
from Federal, State, or other sources as criteria for requiring that all development located Zone A meet
the following floodway requirement:
"No encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial improvements, and other
development are allowed within the floodway that would result in any increase in flood levels within
the community during the base flood discharge.
"
4. Along watercourses that have not had a Regulatory Floodway designated or determined by a fed-
eral, State or other source; no new construction, substantial improvements, or other development
(including fill) shall be permitted within zones Al-30 and AE on the FIRM, unless it is demonstrated
by the applicant that the cumulative effect of the proposed development, when combined with all exist-
ing and anticipated development, will not increase the water surface elevation of the base flood more
than one foot at any point within the community.
Item VIII.
1. In special flood hazard areas the Building Inspector in conjuction with the Kingston Town
Engineer shall determine the 100 year flood elevation in the following order of precedence according
to the data available:
a. In zones A and AE, refer to the elevation data provided in the community's Flood Insurance
Study and accompanying FIRM or FHBM.
b. In unnumbered A zones the Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and reasonably utilize
any 100 year flood elevation data available from any federal, state or other source including
data submitted for development proposals submitted to the community (i.e. subdivisions, site
approvals).
c. In zone AO the flood elevation is determined by adding the elevation of the highest adjacent
grade to the depth number specified on the FIRM at least 2 feet
2. The Building Inspector's 100 year flood elevation determination will be used as criteria for
requiring in zones A and AE that:
a. all new construction or substantial improvement of residential structures have the lowest
floor (including basement) elevated to or above the 100 year flood elevation;
b. that all new construction or substantial improvements of non-residential structures have
the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to or above the 100 year flood level; or together
with attendant utility and sanitary facilities, shall:
(i) be floodproofed so that below the 100 year flood elevation the structure is water-
tight with walls substantially impermeable to the passage of water;
(ii) have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
loads and the effects of buoyancy; and
(iii) be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the design and
methods of construction are in accordance with accepted standards of practice for meeting the
provisions of this section;
c. all manufactured homes to be placed or substantially improved within special flood hazard
areas shall be elevated on a permanent foundation such that the lowest floor of the manufac-
tured home is at or above the base flood level; and be securely anchored to resist floatation,
collapse, or lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may include, but are not limited to, use
of over-the-top or frame ties to ground anchors. This requirement is in addition to applicable
state and local anchoring requirements for resisting wind forces;
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d. for all new Construction and substantial improvements, fully enclosed areas below the low-
est floor that are subject to flooding are permitted provided they meet the following require-
ments: (1) the enclosed area is unfinished or flood resistant, usable solely for the parking of
vehicles, building access or storage; (2) the area is not a basement; (3) shall be designed to
automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by allowing for the entry and
exit of floodwater. Designs for meeting this requirement must either be certified by a regis-
tered professional engineer or architect or must meet or exceed the following minimum crite-
ria: A minimum of two openings having a total net area of not less than one square inch for
every square foot of enclosed area subject to flooding shall be provided. The bottom of all
openings shall be no higher than one foot above grade. Openings may be equipped with
screens, louvers, or other coverlings or devices provided that they permit the automatic entry
and exit of floodwater.
e. proposed structures to be located on slopes in special flood hazard areas, zones AH and AO
shall include adequate drainage paths to guide flood waters around and away from the pro-
posed structures.
Item IX Variances and Appeals:
1. Any order, requirement, decision or determination of the building inspector or health officer
made under this ordinance may be appealed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment as set forth in RSA
676:5.
2. If the applicant, upon appeal, requests a variance as authorized by RSA 674:33, 1(b), the appli-
cant shall have the burden of showing in addition to the usual variance standards under state law:
(a) that the variance will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats to
public safety, or extraordinary public expense.
(b) that if the requested variance is for activity within a designated regulatory flood-
way, no increase in flood levels during the base flood discharge will result.
(c) that the variance is the minimum necessary, considering the flood hazard, to afford
relief.
3. The Zoning Board of Adjustment shall notify the applicant in writing that: (i) the issuance of a
variance to construct below the base flood level will result in increased premium rates for flood insur-
ance up to amounts as high as $25 for $100 of insurance coverage and (ii) such construction below the
base flood level increases risks to life and property. Such notification shall be maintained with a record
of all variance actions.
4. The community shall (i) maintain a record of all variance actions, including their justification
for their issuance, and (ii) report such variances issued in its annual or biennial report submitted to
FEMA's Federal Insurance Administrator.
ARTICLE 9: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To delete the Cotton Map and reference to the
Master Plan maps and to add the latest United States Geological Survey map for the Merrimac River
Basin under the Aquifer Protection Ordinance, DISTRICT BOUNDARIES, a. Location?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will incorporate the latest mapping information which is much more accurate.
YES 1449 NO 268
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ARTICLE 10: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 6 as proposed by the planning
board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To add three sentences to Article V., Section 5.12,
Supplemental Lot Regulations: For purposes of this section, fences and septic systems are not consid-
ered structures. Septic systems shall not be located closer than twenty (20) feet to a property line. In
the case of a failed septic system on an existing non-conforming lot of record, the Kingston Heidth
Inspector may approve locations cis close as ten (10) feet to a property line?
The Planning Board approves this amendment.
NOTE: This amendment will shorten the time needed to replace failed septic systems.
YES 1301 NO 422
ARTICLE 11: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 7 as proposed by the Citizens'
Petition for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To change 1^ Map R3-11, 12, 13, and 2B; and
1^ Map R4-10, 16, 23 and portions of R4-17 from Rural Residential to Single Family Residential?
The Planning Board does not approve this amendment.
YES 404 NO 1258
SANBORN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER FROM KINGSTON - TERM ENDING 1995
James S. Albrecht, Sr. 596
Electra L. Alessio 1216 *
MODERATOR - TERM ENDING 1993
Richard "Rick" Russman 1594*
The ballots were wrapped, sealed and locked in the vault at the Town Hall at 2:00 AM on March 11, 1992.
Bettie C. Ouellette
Kingston Town Clerk
MINUTES OF CONTINUED TOWN MEETING
AT SWASEY GYMNASIUM - MARCH 11, 1992
The meeting was called to order at 7 RM. by Electra L. Alessio, Moderator. All pledged allegiance to
the Flag of our Country, she introduced Selectmen, Stamatios Yiokarinis and Jeremy Russman, then
Town Clerk - 1^ Collector, Bettie C. Ouellette. Next, the Budget Committee members were introduced
- Carroll Wright, Chairman, Susan Cavanagh, James Rankin, Edward Jervis, William Eckel, Anthony
Whitcomb, Keith Dias, Natalie Timmons and Mark Marino.
Mathew Steer then made a presentation from Boy Scouts TVoop #93. On March 21 they will deliver
bags for the Kingston Food Pantry and on March 28 they will pick up the bags.
The Moderator announced that she wanted the meeting to proceed in an orderly manner. She then
read the results of yesterday's balloting, including the 7 questions on the ballots. Town Counsel will
rule on the legality of William Timmons' election as Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years and Norman
Hurley's election to the Municipal Budget Committee for 3 years. (Unless otherwise specified, all votes
were by voice.)
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ARTICLE 2 - It was voted to raise $2,050,824.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year and
to make appropriations of the same. An amendment was made by Brian Collins to reduce the amount
to $1,870,824.00, but it was NOT passed. This vote was taken after a motion to "cut off debate on the
amendment" made by Margaret Wentzel, was passed.
ARTICLE 3 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow such sums of
money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year and, to issue in the name of the
Town, negotiable notes, the aforesaid notes to be paid during the current year from taxes collected dur-
ing the year.
ARTICLE 4 - It was voted to authorize the 1^ Collector to allow a deduction of 1 1/2% from Town
Property Tcix when payment is made within 30 days of billing.
ARTICLES 5 through 1 1 - were voted by written ballot Tuesday.
ARTICLE 12 - It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other governmental unit
or a private source which becomes available during the 1992 calendar year provided that such expendi-
ture be made for purposes for which a Town Meeting may appropriate money and that such expenditure
not require the expenditure of other Town funds. Further, that the Board of Selectmen and the
Municipal Budget Committee hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
ARTICLE 13 - This article, to see if the Town would vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to be added to the Nichols Memorial Library Capital Reserve Fund for future library expan-
sion as created in the 1990 Town Meeting, was NOT passed. (See later reconsideration after Article 22.)
ARTICLE 14 - It was voted, as amended, to authorize Trick-or-Treating on October 31 each year
between 5 PM - 8 PM, as long as accompanied by an adult. The amendment was made by Jef Flanders-
McDougall.
ARTICLE 15 - It was voted to authorize the Town to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,847.00
to be placed in the Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund. An amendment by Laurette Poleatewich to
have none of this money raised by taxes in the Town of Kingston was NOT passed.
ARTICLE 16 - This article, relative to raising and appropriating $2,2471.00 to purchase a copier
for the Police Department, was tabled on a motion by Chief Neil R. Parker.
ARTICLE 17 - It was voted to indemnify and save harmless for loss or damage occurring after said
vote, any person employed by the Town and any member or officer of its governing board, administrative
staff or agencies, including, but not limited to Selectmen, from personal financial loss and expense includ-
ing reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of
negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental damage to our destruction
of property if the indemnified person at the time of the accident resulting in the injury, damage or destruc-
tion was acting in the scope of his employment or office, as set forth in PSA 31.105 Law o N.H.
ARTICLE 18 - It was voted, by standing "eye" vote, to authorize the Selectmen to accept the prop-
erty known as Map #R21-1 if such property becomes available through the State of New Hampshire
This property is located across from the boat landing and is the present location of the State Highway
Garage An amendment, made by Brian Collins, "as long as the property is not identified as a hazardous
was site" was NOT passed.
ARTICLE 19 - It was voted, as amended, to raise and appropriate the sum of $2000.00 to fund the
DAR.E. program for 1992 The amendment was made by Neil Parker to change the amount fi-om $5000.00.
ARTICLE 20 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to set aside 1^ Map R21-33A for the ftiture
site for a police safety complex. This is town owned land at the end of property by the Highway
Department.
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ARTICLE 21 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,596.00 to be placed into the
Capiotal Reserve Fund for future replacement of the Ambulance. This amount represents the total
amount of fees collected in 1991.
ARTICLE 22 - Normal Hurley moved that $30,000.00 to be raised and appropriated to be placed in
the Fire Department Capitcil Reserve Fund for ^paratus Replacement. It was seconded. The Moderator
announced that this motion was brought on the floor as amended ans asked if there was any objection.
There was none. After much pro and con discussion, the article was passed. At this time, Arthur
Schultz made a motion to reconsider Article 13 relative to the Library Capital Reserve Fund, and it was
seconded. When the voice vote was uncertain, the Moderator appointed the following tellers to count
the standing vote: David Conant, Sally Cockerline, Donald Eadie and Paula Marino. Results were Yes
115 and No 87.
ARTICLE 23 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $150,000.00 to purchase a new Fire
Truck to replace our existing 1973 Ford Engine #3 and to authorize the withdrawal of $150,000.00 frm
the Capital REserve Fire Department Apparatus Fund, created for that purpose. Any unspent balance
to be returned to the Capital Reserve Fire Department Apparatus Fund.
ARTICE 24 - This article, realative to raising and appropriating the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed
into the Capital Reserve Account for future replacement of the Ambulance, was NOT passed.
ARTICLE 25 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $850.00 to assist Cross Roads
House, Inc., a non-profit organization, in providing emergency shelter and transitional housing ser-
vices to the area's homeless population.
ARTICLE 26 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to fund the continua-
tion of the Kingston Volunteer Recycling Program.
ARTICLE 27 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to sponsor a limited
regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day. Said cost to be reduced by participating towns
reimbursing Kingston on a per capita basis and any grants that may be available for such a program.
An amendment made by David Moore to reduce the amount to $5000.00 and change the wording "to
fund Kingston's share for a regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day. Said cost to be
reduced by any grant that may be available for such a program." This amendment was NOT passed.
ARTICLE 28 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,.000.00 to be added to the
Capital Reserve fund established in the 1987 Town Warrant #46, for the purpose of conservation land
purchase and associated costs.
ARTICLE 29 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of land, inter-
est in land or money to be deposited into the Conservation Fund KCCRSA 36-A5 for the purposes of
acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs associated therewith for permanent
conservation use Further, that monies from the Capital Reserve Fund for conservation land purchase
may be expended for the above stated purpose. Said appropriated or donated funds may be expended by
the majority vote of the Kingston Conservation Commission and the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 30 - This article, to raise and appropriate the sum of $76,000.00 to be used to replace
both bridges on Little River Road, was NOT passed.
ARTICLE 31 - It was voted to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1
for the purpose of purchasing Highway trucks and equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000.00 to be placed in this fund, and to designate the Board of Selectmen and Road Agent as
agents to expend An amendment made by Carroll Wright to reduce the amount to $15,000.00 was NOT
passed.
ARTICLE 32 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $700.00 to help defray the cost of
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services provided to the Town of Kingston and its residents for fiscal year 1992-1993 by the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP).
ARTICLE 33- It was voted to amend the Cemetery By-Laws by establishing new prices for the sale
of cemetery plots, by changing the first paragraph of Section B.: so that the new section would read as
follows::
B. Cemetery plots: Sales, etc. - Minimum plot size if 81/2 'xlO and sells for $200.00, including
perpetual care and which provides for two graves. Next size plot is 10 xlO' and sells for $300.00 ,
including perpetual care and which provides for three graves. Next size plot is 10' x 20' and sells for
$600.00 , including perpetual care and which provides for six graves. Larger plots can be obtained by
joining 10'x20' lots.
NOTE: The 81/2 'X 10' is a new lot size. Formerly the price was $150.00 for lO'xlO' lot, and
$250.00 for 10'x20' lot. There will be no change in the second paragraph of Section B.
ARTICLE 34 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to cut approximately 8 acres of land,
acquired by tax collector's deed and currently owned by the Town, located in the "Woodman Swamp"
next to the Bakie Farm on Route 107A, being parcels 9, 17, 18, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 43 and
44 on 1^ Map R27., under permanent conservation easement for the purpose of preserving the natural
state of the land for posterity.
ARTICLE 35 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to deed the ownership interest of the land
referred to in Article 34 above, burdened by the permanent conservation easement, for One Dollar
($1.00), to John Bakie, for the purpose of putting ownership of the entire original Bakie Farm land
back to the Bakie family, in consideration of their donations of permanent conservation easements
over certain other lands.
ARTICLE 36 - It was noted to authorize the Selectmen to deed back to the previous owner, real
estate located off North Danville Road (1^ Map R32, Parcel 1) which the Town acquired by T^
Collector's deed, upon payment to the Town of an amount equal to the sum of prepaid taxes on that
real estate and interest thereon at the statutory rates for unpaid taxes; and tdl costs of the Town relat-
ing to the unpaid taxes and deeding of this real estate.
ARTICLE 37 - It was noted to change the name of Country Pond Road South to "Reinfuss Lane".
ARTICLE 38 - The following resolution was passed: That the Town of Kingson actively endorses
the continuation of recycling and further expansion of recycling as environmentally responsible and
necessary to safeguard the future of the Town of Kingston.
ARTICLE 39 - It was voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell surplus goods and equip-
ment from various departments at public auction or by sealed bid.
ARTIVCLE 40 - It was voted as amended by David Welch to authorize the Board of Selectmen! to
sell tax deeded property exluding waterfront property at public auction or sealed bid, subject to the
Public Land Acquisition Ordinance adopted March 11, 1986 Said vote to exclude property described in
Article #34 map reference R27-30 previously voted during this meeting.
ARTICLE 41 - It was voted to adopt the grand total of the budget and all articles at $2,350.,817.00.
This was an affirmation of the total sum spent at this Town Meeting.
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Lynne Merrill, Chairman of the 300th Anniversary Committee notified voters of the progress being
made by the committee for the celebration planned for 1994. In 1992 there will be events taking place
on August 7th and 8th she also mentioned that there are many souvenirs available for sale in the Town
Clerk-Tcix Collector's office. Volunteers are still needed and would be welcomed on the committee
working for all of the events being planned.
It was voted to adjourn at 10:15 P.M.
Bettie C. Ouellette
Kingston Town Clerk
Note: On March 17, 1992, the Town Counsel ruled that William Timmons, Jr. and Norm Hurley are
both able to serve as Trustee of Trust Funds and Member of the Budget Committee respectively.




Election & Registration 5,450
Legal Expenses 15,000
Employee Benefits 85,500
Planning & Zoning 16,681
General Government BIdg 53,278
Cemeteries 20,407
Insurance 117,000
Advertisings Reg. Assoc 4,473
Contingency Fund 20,000
Municipal Budget Committee 100









Highway & Streets 324,532
Street Lighting 11,500



























ARTICLE 13 - Nichols Memorial Library Capital Reserve $10,000
ARTICLE 15 - Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund 23,847
ARTICLE 19 - DAR-E. Program 2,000
ARTICLE 21 -Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund 2,596
ARTICLE 22 - Fire Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund 30,000
ARTICLE 23 - Fire Truck (to come from Capital Reserve ) 150,000
ARTICLE 25 - Cross Roads House 850
ARTICLE 26 - Volunteer Recycling Program 15,000
ARTICLE 27 - Limited Regional Household Hazardsous Waste Collection Day 25,000
ARTICLE 28 - Conservation Land Purchase Capital Reserve 10,000
ARTICLE 31 - Highway Trucks & Equipment Capital Reserve 30,000
ARTICLE 32 - Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) 700
TOTAL SPECIAL ARTICLES 299,993
GRAND TOTAL (with $150,00 being spent from Capital Reserve) 2,350.817
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REPORT OF CABLE ADVISORY T.V. COMMITTEE
The original CATV committe was reactivated by the Selectmen in October 1991. This committee
had been inactive since Cable TV contract between Harron and the Town of Kingston was signed in
1983.
The Selectmen requested two things:
1. activation of the Town Channel 51 by broadcasting the Selectment's meetings.
2.. answering the complaints and questions about Cable TV.
The original committee met in October 1991 with Ken Briggs, chairman, to organize and were
joined in November 1991 with more people interested in becoming CATV members.
Mr. Jim Rankin volunteered the loan of his equipment and himself to get live coverage of
Selectmen's meetings underway as soon as possible. The committee gratefully accepted this offer and
live coverage was started.
The Chairman appointed Jim Rankin as Vice Chairman and liaison to Haron Cable and through his
dedication, the programs seen on Channel 51 were made possible. The Cable TV contract with the
Town provided that Harron must furnish and maintain approximately $20,000 worth of equipment and
provide a studio in space provided by the Town. The contract also provided 5% of the Harron gross rev-
enues must be given to Town with 2% of same to be used by the CATV Committee to enhance pro-
gramming.
Harron answered many complaints of no service and poor service by increcising service calls with
added technicians and extended hours.
Constant pressure applied to NET - pole custodian in Kingston - speeded up the granting of per-
mits to Harron to allow them to run cable to service customers.
In additon to the Town Channel, the Cable TV Contract provided for cin Educational Channel
which it described in detail including the many sources of cost free programs available. The original
TV Committee felt very strongly in favor of Educational TV and current committee concurs.
Organization of the Educational Channel was started in the fall with the SRHS appointing a com-
mitte to work with the CATV Committee and also providing studio space, with the intent of having
some limited programming under way by early summer 1993.
Active members of the CATV Committee are:
*Ken Briggs, Chairman Jim Rankin, Vice Chairman
*Don Briggs, Jr. Selectmen's Respresentative Henry Chabot
Janet Dilts Steve Durgin
*John Flanders Andrew Gaunt
Mike Gursky Tony Whitcomb




KINGSTON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
This year was a year of reoganizing and preparation for the "Kingston Emergency Management
Agency", also known as "Civil Defence Agency". A significant change was in the relocation of the
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) from the "meeting room" in the Police/Fire Dept. Building to the
offices of the Police Station. It was felt that this would be a more permanent and useful location. It was
found this year through graded exercise given in June by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), that if Kingston should find itself in a potentially hazardous situation, the Department heads
of this town can overcome what might otherwise be a disaster to the people of Kingston. The Kingston
Emergency Management Agency is responsible to coordinate activities from the "EOC" between all
department heads of this Town and to coordinate any further communications with the State and/or
Federal Government so that all departments are constantly aware of what is needed to overcome any
potential disaster, and to be able to request any assistance from any other agency at any time. Looking
to the future, we all know that expansion and progress is necessary. At this time it is essential that the
Police DeptTEOC be authorized proper expansion.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jim McGlinchey - Director
Kingston Emergency Management Agency
1992 ANNUAL REPORT
KINGSTON MUNICIPAL GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
The five members of the Kingston Municipal Grievance committee were appointed in November of
1991. The first meeting was held on January 22, 1992. The grievance procedure was developed and
drafted during subsequent meetings over the next several months. A final draft was presented to be the
Board of Selectmen and Town Department Heads at their March 25, 1992 meeting and comments were
requested. The procedure was officially adopted by the committee on June 11, 1992. Copies were pro-
vided There were no grievances raised to the Committee during 1992. The committee attributes this to





It has been yet another busy year for the Kingston Recreation Commission. The Commission con-
tinued to sponsor annual events such as an Easter Egg Hunt on the Plains, The Children's Summer
Day Camp during the month of July, A Fun Run and Family Scavenger Hunt during the Town
Anniversary, The gruesome "Haunted Hall" for Halloween, and Traditional Christmas Program includ-
ing the Tree Lighting, Singing of Christmas Carols, Hayrides and Refreshments at the Town Halll dur-
ing the Christmas Season.
This past year also included many new and exciting events such as Family Bingo, Puppy
Kindergarten, the First Fireworkds display held in Kingston, The First Annual Duck Race, several Pre-
school Programs, and the sponsoring of trips such as "Disney on Ice".
The Commission also served as a sponsor/liason for many town requested activities such as
Aerobics, Men's Soccer, Softball, and Senior Citizen Activities.
During this year the Commission cilso successfully completed its first year of activation with the
Community Access Channel #51. The channel has become beneficial in the weekly publication of com-
munity events and activities and remains a busy network of communication within the town.
Throughout the coming year our efforts will focus on gaining new members. New members rein-
vigorate new ideas and contribute to the rewarding experience of community involvement within the
town.
The Kingston Recreation Commission wishes to extend our sincere appreciation to the many peo-
ple who have donated their time and talents into making the Commission an invaluable program







After many meetngs with the Selectmen, Town Council, and local Residents, we were able to come
up with a plan to replace the two wooden bridges on Little River Road. Both bridges were replaced and
opened to traffic three days before the first snow in November. There is still some finish work to be
done in the spring of 1993.
During the winter months of 1992 we had 45 winter storms that required plowing, sanding and
salting of the roadways. The most memorable storms were the severe ice storm of 12/23, the late
spring storm that caught us by surprise on 4/16 and the 20 plus inches of heavy wet snow that fell on
12/11 thru 12/12.
At Town Meeting in March of 1993, we will be asking the Voter to approve the purchase of a new
dump truck with plows and sander. This will replace the 1981 Ford F-600. This truck has 140,000
miles showing on the odometer and has a very tired engine, a transmission that locks into gear, a rear
end that will not shift from low to high, and a rusty frame.
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to call me at the Highway garage (642-8042)
or stop by any time.
I would like to thank all Voters, Residents, Selectmen, Department heads, all Town Employees, and
Ken Briggs our Town Engineer, for all your help and cooperation this past year.




TOWN OF KINGSTON, N.H.
MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING - MAY 21, 1992
The Special Town Meeting was called to order at 7:05 P.M. by William S. Bartlett, Jr. as Acting
Moderator, with the salute to the flag. He replaced Electra Alessio, and read the rules to be followed.
The Selectmen were Stamatios ^okarinis, Jeremy Russman and Donald Briggs, Jr., cind Neil R. Parker,
Sr. was the policeman. The Acting Moderator introduced Town Counsel, Stephen Hermans, who was
present in case he was needed.
A petition, requesting a vote be secret ballot, and signed by nine voters, was presented to the
Moderator prior to the opening of the meeting.
The Moderator read the warrant - "To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 195.25, to direct
the Sanborn Regional School Board to conduct a study of the feasibility and suitability of the with-
drawal of Kingston from the Sanborn Regional School District, or take other action relating to the
withdrawal of Kingston from the Sanborn Regional School District."
A motion was made by Brian D. Collins, and seconded, "To see if the Town will vote, pursuant to
RSA 195:25 to direct the Sanborn Regional School Board to conduct a study of the feasibility tind suit-
ability of the withdrawal of Kingston from the Sanborn Regional School District".
During a long discussion on the article, the following voters expressed their opinions: Brian
Collins, Electra Alessio, Arthur Schultz, Herbert Noyes, Sally Cockerline, Jacqueline Jones, Peter J.
Sullivan, Maria Haydock, George Schiller, Charlotte Wright, Lynne Merrill, Norma Quintal, Paul
Reczek, Dennis Mascio, Richard Gerrish, Robert Morse, and Steven Smith.
The Secret Yes and No Ballots were cast with a Check List Vote. The Supervisors and Town Clerk
were assisted in counting by Deputy Town Clerk, Holly Ouellette. There were 247 votes cast, with three
of them void, and the article was defeated by 38 yes votes 206 no votes.




BOARD OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year 1992 was a year of continued progress for the Town of Kingston. The Board of Selectmen
strived to enhance the working relationship with all Boards and Committees This effort resulted in a
number of accomplishments including the rebuilding of two bridges on Little River Road, the acquisi-
tion of significant additional conservation land through donations and the introduction of curbside
recycling at no additional charge to the Town.
Selectmen continue to target spending in order to hold the line on taxes. Despite this effort, a
small increase was necessary to offset Town and School Budgets. Be assured Selectmen will continue
to focus on this issue.
The Selectmen also wish to extend sincere gratitude to all Town Departments for their cooperative
efforts to control spending and cut operating costs.
The Board also thanks all Town Employees and members of Boards, Commissions and
Committees. Their efforts in serving Kingston is demonstrated by their cooperation and enthusiasm.
In conclusion. Selectmen extend thanks to all the Townspeople for their continued interest in the
affairs of the Town and look forward to 1993 with optimism.
Stamatios Yiokarinis, Chair
Jeremy D. Russman
Donald W. Briggs, Sr.
Board of Selectmen
AUDIT REPORT
The audit firm of Grzelak & Co. of Laconia, N.H. is in the proces of finalizing its 1992 report
regarding the general purpose financial statements for the Town of Kingston.
We regret that this report was not available at the time of printing. When the report is received, it





Kingston, New Hampshire 03848
January 26, 1993
In 1992 the following actions pertaining to septic systems were completed by the Health Officer for
the Town of Kingston:
plans site backfill occupany
approved approved approved approved
Initial plans 10 8 8 9
Redesigned plans 9 3 3 3
Repaired system 14 10 15
Replace systems 7 4 4 2
Conversions
Back-pocket plans 1
41 25 30 14
In addition, the following inspections were conducted.
Child Care Facility 9
Complaints 22
Condemning of existing structures
Dog bite follow-up 3
Lead paint check 1
Restaurant violations 4





KINGSTON HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
1992 ANNUAL REPORT
The Human Services Department hereby submits its 1992 Annual Report. The Human Services
Office is located on the second floor of Town Hall in what was formerly the Selectmen's Office. It is in
this office where applications for Town aid are accepted.
We have much clothing available FREE! So much was donated this year that additional shelves had
to be built for storage and organization. Please come and visit - there may be some items you can use !
This office also operates the Kingston Food Pantry which was started in 1983 and has progressively
grown, thanks again to generous donations. The panty is used to feed the needy and has always played
an inportant part in the Town's welfare projects.
Once again, in 1992, the Food Pantry made up Thanksgiving and Christmas baskets, to ensure a
pleasant holiday for many families. The Office also distributed toys at Christmas time to many needy
children.
The Food Panty operates year round to serve the community. Many residents have generously
opened their hearts and donated to this program. The Food Panty operates independently and is not
funded by the Town's welfare budget.
A special thanks to the following for their generosity during the past year:
Kingston Lioness
Kingston Area Junior Women's Club
Mary Mother of the Church
Sanborn Middle School - Richard Chretien
Kingston Day Care Center
Neal Godfrey
E. Nadine Russman
South Road Kindergarten - Norma Quintal
Roy & Joan Daubenspeck
John & Donna DeMeo
Tina Castaldi
Richard & Denise Devlin
Christine D. Long
Mr. & Mrs. John Jandreau
Bob & Ilmi England




Play «& Learn Children's Center
Mr. Mike's Variety - Debbie
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Snow
Mr. & Mrs; James T. Rcinkin
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Eastman
Richard & Joanne Leigh
Herbert Woodworth
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Wicker






We are also grateful to those residents who chose not to be identified. We sincerely thank everyone
for helping keep our programs operating. If we may be of assistance, please call 642-9971.
Michael R. Priore
Kingston Food Panty Director
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ANNUAL REPORT
KINGSTON BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The purposes of the Kingston Board ofAdjustment are to grant variances which allow fair use of a
person's property without harming another's to determine if an error has been made in the decision or
determinization of a town official and to interpret the meaning of a zoning ordinance.
This year the Board met seven times and dealt with nine applications.
Sincere thanks is given to other town departments who assisted us in their areeis of expertise and
to the board members who donated their time so willingly.
David Dearborn, Chairman
Kingston Board of Adjustment
KINGSTON PLANNING BOARD
1992 ANNUAL REPORT
1992 may have been an economic recession year, but Planning Board activity remained steady in
spite of this. While large scale development proposals were few this year, the Board held nineteen pub-
lic hearings on a variety of applications including: Eleven commercial site plans; three residential sub-
divisions; one lot line adjustment; and two gravel pit permits. The Board also approved twenty "invisi-
ble" in-home businesses.
The all-volunteer Planning Board is ably assisted by Circuit Rider Planner Glenn Greenwood,
whose services are contracted from the Rockingham Planning Commission. In addition to providing
expert planning assistcince and guidance to the Board, he attends all Board meetings cind holds office
hours three Mondays per month. During his office hours Mr. Greenwood accepts applications, reviews
all plans submitted to the Board, answers questions from the general public emd performs other Board
business as directed by the Chairman. A significant part of his workload in 1993 will be the updating of
Kingston's Master Plan and Capital Improvements Program, both of which are due for major overhaul
this coming year. The Circuit Rider Planner service from RPC continues to be invaluable to the
Planning Board and the Town of Kingston.
The Planning Board experienced two notable personnel changes in 1992. First, Mr. Ken Weyler
stepped down as Chairman after eight years in that position. During Ken's tenure as Chairman, the
Board made significant strides toward promoting orderly growth, protecting the town's natural
resources, and maintaining its unique character. Ken has been a Planning Board member since 1981,
and we look forward to his continued enthusiasm, expertise and leadership as an active member of this
Board. The other personnel change of note was the resignation of long time Board member, Mr. Robert
Morse. Bob served on the Board for fifteen years dumg which he actively worked to strike a bcilance
between the need for development, and the protection of natural and cultural resources. We are
extremely grateful for Bob's many years of service to the Planning Board.
We are indebted to the other town departments for their cooperation and assistance in helping us
accomplish our goals. Special thanks to the Planning Board members who gave freely of their time and
ideas; and to those Kingston residents who took the time to attend meetings and participate in the
planning process.We are looking forward to a busy and productive year in 1993.
Respectfully submitted,
Glenn G. Coppelman, Chairman
Kingston Planning Board
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KINGSTON SOLID WASTE TASK FORCE
1992 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE TOWN OF KINGSTON
The Kingston Solid Waste T^k Force (KSWTF) is completing its fourth year of operation. Since
our last report we made significant progress in finding solutions to our solid waste disposal problems -
both long and short term. The T^k Force has continued to work with the Board of Selectmen, other
governmental agencies, private companies and citizens of the town in this regard.
During its life the KSWTF has established four major goals; namely;
1. Develop and implement an interim recycling program until a long range program is in effect
2. Develop recommendations for future use of the Town landfill based on results of the State
mandated closure
3. Evaluate alternative methods of trcish disposal based on the State mandated twenty year waste
disposal plan
4. Coordinate the disposal of Household Hazardous Waste with nearby communities in a cost
effective manner
With the introduction of a voluntary curbside recycling program on February 1, 1993, we believe
we have effectively met our goal of achieving an effective long range program in this important area.
Our menu (list of items accepted for recycling) is the longest in the area and we have been able to go
to curbside recycling at a cost which is less than we previously paid for the volunteer operated transfer
station at the landfill. Within the next six months we expect to achieve a 75% residential participation
rate compared to the 15% realized at our transfer station.
In July we coordinated a four town consolidated Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection
day at our landfill. This program was an unqualified success - not only did we fund the program at an
amount considerably under budget, but all HHW brought by residents of the participating town was
accepted for disposal. We expect this program to become an annual event with coordinating responsi-
bilities rotating among the participating towns.
The Town is conducting water purity tests and taking other steps to prepare for the eventual clo-
sure of the landfill. We believe current operations at the landfill conform to the State mandated landfill
closure guidelines; however, we have not yet finalized our documentation in this area. When we
receive the appropriate directives from the state we will be able to pursue our third goal of developing
alternative methods for disposing of the Town's trash.
By the time this report is published ,the KSWTF will have a new Chairperson , so personally and
on behalf of the Committee, I thank the residents of Kingston for their continuing support of our
efforts to find solutions to the Town's solid waste and recycling issues.
Submitted by:
Anthony L. Whitcomb, Chairman
Kingston Solid Waste Tcisk Force
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NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
This past year has been extremely busy one. Circulation increased by 4981. Slightly less than half
of this was in video circulation. 14..8 per cent growth in one year has been exciting.
915 new books were purchased during the past year bringing the library total up to 16,510 vol-
umes. 105 of the new books were gift or memorial books, and the number of lost and withdrawn was
589. 71 new video cassettes were purchased brining the total to over 150. The number of registered
library users is 2,967. Lack of space becomes an ever increasing problem.
Additional shelving was installed in both the adult and children's rooms.
A new well point was driven that greatly improved our water suplly.
Many memorial books were purchased thanks to the thoughtful relatives and friends of Cecil and
Ruth Cross, Carol Forsythe, Clarence Gifford, and Annie Locke Stevens..
We also continue to purchase books for the children in Waldo and Isabelle Magnusson's memory
from the trust fund bequeathed to the library in 1985.
Special thanks to Ron Adrien, Jim Dwyer, The Kingston Garden Club, Caleb Huxter , GFWC
Kingston Junion Women's Club, VFW Ladies Auxilliary, Mr. & Mrs. Robert McDougall, Northland
Forest Products, Joyce Reid, Rockingham Planning Commission, Debbie Rouleau, Dot Wagner, Joyce
White, and Mr. & Mrs. Carroll Wright for their generous support.
It is because of donations such as these that we are able to purchase many special additions, collec-
tions and genealogical materials.
This year we were able to purchase passes to the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the Science
Enrichment Encounters in Manchester. These are in addition to the Children's Museum and the
Museum of Science passes, both of which we have had for a few years. These are funded from specific
donations as well as out-of-town memberships.
Carol Rich, Librarian
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1992
BALANCE AT CLOSE OF YEAR 12/31/91 6,051.01
INCOME
Town money 63,561.56
Interest, Magnusson Trust 1,554.59
Interest, Trustee of Trust Fund 146.22
Interest, NOW Account #02 11-0563 53.18
Interest, NOW Account #02 11-9242 227.85
Donations 1,016.60















BALANCE AT CLOSE OF YEAR 12/31/92 7,405.09
CASH ON HAND as of 12/3U92
Magnusson Trust 31,692.95
Pine Tree Garage 170.23
NOW Account #0211-0563 114.37
NOW Account #02 11-9242 7,290.72
Respectively submitted,





The Kingston Police Department experienced a drastic 40% increase in the number of calls and juvenile
related services provided to our citiizens during the 1992 year.
I attribute this increase to the current economic conditions, juvenile investigations, and a general increase
in criminal activity within our community.
It is my pleasure to report to you that Deputy Chief Donald Briggs and Officer Joel Johnson completed the
New Hampshire 98th full time Police Academy in November 1992.
In the annual report of 1974, 1 reported to you, the citizens of Kingston, thatwe had just completed the
construction of the new police station located upstairs in the central fire station. This new station was com-
prised of three small office areas and was a major improvement, compared to the previous location (my
kitchen).
As the years have passed, we have seen a substantial growth within our community. We have experienced
the need for 24 hour police protection, more officers to answer your needs, more cruisers to patrol many more
miles of roads, and finally, the need for a larger, more efficient police station.
In 1992, we were very fortunate to have Ralph (Ronnie) Bake donate a parcel of land for the fiiture location
of a new police station. With the support ofyou, the residents of Kingston, we will be able to complete this task.
This new building will not only service the needs of the police department, but will provide accessibility to
every citizen of Kingston.
I would like to e^qjress my sincere appreciation for the continued support that you have shown for both the
department and myself during the 1992 year.
As always, our goal is to provide the citizens of Kingston with the most efficient and professional police
department for the town.
Respectfully submitted,













Assist to Other Depts.
Suspicious Persons
Lost or Abandoned Prop.
VIN Checks
Towed Vehicles






































Threatening Phone Calls 16
Other Complaints 513
Permits Issued 145




Personal Injury Accidents 46
Property Damage Accidents 12
Minor Accidents 122
MV Summonses Issued 457
MV Warnings Issued 1248
Suspicious Vehicle Complaint 147
Traffic Hazard or Obstruction 36
Disabled Vechicle Assists 167
MV Checkup/Defective Equip. 676
Parking Tickets Issued 1





The Kingston Fire Department has seen an incredible growth spurt in the year 1992. The combina-
tion of a push for more personnel and a sharp increase in major emergency calls have put our
resources to a test. In almost all areas, we have been able to show vast improvements in the ability to
handle these predicaments.
For the first time in many years the Kingston Fire Department has had to start a waiting list for
hiring new personnel. For the previous few years, we have solicited relentlessly for volunteers to come
and join our team..This year our energetic efforts have paid off. Even with this large increase of help,
there was still only a marginal increase of daytime personneL.The Fire Wards and Fire Officers agreed
to look to Emergency Medical Technicians and fire fighters from neighboring towns to help fill our
needs. This, too, has proven to relieve some of the burden on the daytime personnel.
The call volume for Kingston's ambulance rose from 294 patients in 1991 to 367 this past year.
That is approximately a 25 percent increase in just one year. The fire related calls rose from 186 in
1991 to 207 this past year, or over a 10 percent increase here. The number of true emergencies expand-
ed by almost 30 percent from past years. We called mutual aid from surrounding towns on many occa-
sions to help support our exhausted resources and limited personnel. Help was requested from other
towns two times more than we were requested to go to other towns for mutual aid, due mostly to our
increase in ambulance calls.
It gives me great pleasure to recognize Earl Carter for his FIFTIETH year of service, as well as
Donald Briggs, Sr. and Ed LeClair for their more than FORTY YEARS of service. Their endless dedica-
tion and commitment to the Fire Department and town is outstanding. I would like to thank Bill
Timmons for his total dedication as fire chief for the past 5 1/2 years and his continued support as
deputy chief. I would also like continuous comitment to expanding their knowledge in emergency care
and emergency scene management. They truly deserve to be proud of their successes and accomplish-
ments.
Lastly, I would like to thank all the towns people, businesses, and organizations who have support-
ed the Fire Department throughout the year. Without this support, the Kingston Fire Department
would not be able to provide the service and commitment you have grown to expect.





We are very pleased to report that a significant step in protecting the Powwow River was accom-
plished this year. Carol Weyler and Warren Whitcomb spearheaded the drive to raise over $15,000 in
donations to purchase a significiint portion of riverfront property on the Powwow. Anyone who has
seen the property has agreed that it is a natural treasure that we are very fortunate to be able to pro-
tect and enjoy. Many thanks to Carol and Warren who had the foresight and drive to conceive and exe-
cute a plan to protect this land. This project was enabled by the very generous donations from the peo-
ple of Kingston, again, many thanks This land will be opened to the public as an educational
park/reserve and be called ET's Landing to honor two people who made the project feasible. The E is
Commission member Dianne Eadie who has committed herself to protecting the land along the
Powwow. She is responsible for the protection of hundreds of acres of land along the River. The T is for
William Tlicker who lived on the land for many years, protecting it with a simple lifestyle that existed
with nature instead of changing it to suit his needs.
Kingston's Boyscouts are presently working on development projects for ET's Lcinding and other
Conservation Commission managed land to allow greater public use. These projects serve as require-
ments for the Boyscouts Eagle rank and also as enthusiastic manpower for Commission projects.
Other Commission projects are the review of all wetland impact projects. The most significant
review was of the proposed Powwow Pond dredging. Many meetings were held with the Powwow Pond
Council and also the public. The outcome was to require a resubmittal of the project that addressed
the concerns of the public. Town and State Boards. The project is on hold pending detailed engineered
plans.
Water quality tests for Great Pond was funded by the Commission as was professional review of
potential wetland violations.
A seedling sale was sponsored with the proceeds going to the Conservation Fund.
We welcome new member Renee Phaneuf and extend a call for additional members as there will be






1994 is just one year away and the 300th Anniversary Committee is finalizing the planned activi-
ties for the week and fundraising.
As we reported last year, Anniversary Week will begin on Saturday, July 30, 1994 and continue
through Sunday, August 7. We have signed a contract with the Tommy Dorsey Band for the Gala Ball
on Saturday evening, July 30th. Celebration Day on August 6, (Kingston's official birthday), will fea-
ture a two-three hour parade in the morning and culminate with entertainment for the whole family.
Other planned events are a children's parade and activities, house tours, firemen's muster, antique car
show, beard growing contest, old fashioned band concert, fireworks, ecumenical services, a history day,
museum exhibits, pcinccike breakfast, art show and much, much more. We are still striving to make
most events free to Kingston residents.
Fundraising has been fun for the entire community! We sponsored a band concert in the band-
stand, pancake breakfast, and other activities last August. Souvenirs are selling extremely well - have
you purchased your Kingston T-shirt or commemorative coin yet?
We're still looking for volunteers to serve on many of our committees. If you are interested, please
contact Lynne Merrill for more information.
Many thanks to everyone who is serving on a committee, donating a few hours of their time, giving
us advice (and answering our questions about Kingston's 275th) or donating to our celebration includ-























































































Dunkin' Donuts of Exeter
Eastern Propane
Encore Theatre








Kingston Real Estate Company
Kingston Recreation Commission





New England Hudson Club
Rosettes and Ribbons
Sons and Daughters of Alexander
the Great





















































































A sincere Thank You to everyone
who gave us advice, or donated
their time or money. We appreci-
ate all your efforts, and look for-
ward to working with you over
the next eighteen months.
The 300th Committee
Lynne Merrill, Chairman
















Several groups of local school children, as well as other groups, have visited the museum this year.
A copper hand pump, (donated by William Friend) a copper pan (donated by Art Reynolds), and
with the help of a local caprenter, a sink was installed in the tramp house. A small wood stove (donated
by Art Reynolds) was also placed in the tramp house.
Our 20th year of a flea market on the plains was again successful and $500.00 was given to the
Kingston Improvement and historical society for their use in repairing the church on the plains.
The search is on to secure a gold-headed cane to replace the Boston Post Cane which has disap-





1992 REPORT OF TOWN CLERK-TAX COLLECTOR
In 1992 there was an increase of $13,624 in Motor Vehicle revenue, compared to a decrease of
$19,862.in 1991, a decrease of $22,082 in 1990, an increase of $13,743 in 1989, and an incrase of
$26,955 in 1988. The total vehicles registered in 1992 (6775) shows an increase of 201 from 1991.
1
hope the poor economy is ending.
The following Vital Statistics were recorded: 38 Births: 42 Marriages and 46 Deaths, indicating a
decrease of 17 Births; a decrease of 7 Marriages; and an increase of 21 Deaths.
The Boat 1^ Revenue decreased by $538.34. The preprinted forms are mailed to all Boat owners,
and these may be validated in Concord or at our office. If you come to Kingston, the revenue stays here
rather than going to Concord, for the tax portion.
Less dogs were licensed in 1992 - 872 plus 13 groups, compared to 886 and 13 groups in 1991; cind
774 and 10 groups in 1990. The total receipts decreased by $1918.00, while the dog fines collected for
unlicensed dogs for 1992 were a total of $267.50. In 1993, the Animal Control Officer, Robert Hayes,
will be looking for those dogs that have never been licensed. Thanks to Mr. Hayes for his
cooperation.About 50 dogs are still not licensed annually by April 30, with a $1.00 per month penalty
added after May 31st. Males and Females are $7.00; Neutered Males and Spayed Females are $4.50.
There were 756 Voter Registrations accepted at my office during the year, as well as 98 Party
changes and 13 name changes. We work closely with the Supervisors of the Check List.
In 1992 there were four elections: Presidential Primary Feb. 18th; Town Meeting Mar. 10; State
Primary Sept. 8th; and General Election Nov. 3rd.
There will be one election in 1993 - Town Meeting March 9th. Voting for the past two elections
took place in the Rent Room of the First Congregational Church, 6 Church Street. This building is
handicapped accessible and the polls are open from 10 AM. to 8 P.M. Absentee ballots are available for
anyone who is physically unable to come to vote, as well as those who are on vacation, working out of
town, etc. Call for information (642-3112).
Since January 1, 1990, only the Motor Vehicle Dept. can issue 20 day temporary plates. Our office
can still service everyone by issuing renewal decals, new plates (up to 8000#) and transfers. The citi-
zens continue to be appreciative of this service, which we do as an agent for the State of N.H.
I have continued to keep the census figures daily and as of December 31, 1992, the population was
6417 ( an incrase of 108 since last year). In order to keep this census on a current basis, I made a total
of 1383 entries.
The Property 1^ Warrant of $5,845,953.99 shows an increase of $337,399.71. As of December 31st,
86.5% was collected (compared to 84.9% last year) leaving a balance due of $790,331.26. Partial pay-
ments are accepted at any time. Also, prepayments for the new year are accepted after April 1st of that
year. Thanks to everyone for making the tax payments promptly, as the Town needs this for the daily
operation.
This year the 12% interest started on December 19th, and will continue until the taxes go into the
Lien Process. The interest then moves to 18% per annum, and the owner has two years to redeem the
taxes. Hopefully the economic situation will improve in 1993.
We were unable to get the 1992 tax rate early because of the new Current Use Law, which meant
that the Selectmen had to "reconstrucf'the whole Current Use file. Once the rate was set by Concord,
and it was officially received by my office, the tax bills were processed and in the mail in four days (on
November 18th), and they were dated November 18th. The 1 1 /2% discount was in effect for the regu-
lar 30 day period.
My thanks and appreciation to all Elected officials. Town employees and all Committee members,
especially the following: Ann Sullivan for her splendid cooperation on all tax work; the Selectmen for
their continued support; Treasurer Olive Moriarty for her efficiency and cooperation; Moderator Ellie
Alessio, as well as all ballot clerks and assistants who help me at all elections; Police Chief Neil R.
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Parker and his Dept. for their many services; Building Superintendent, Alan Krauss, for his excellent
services; Also, Jim Rankin, Don Eadie and Maria Haydock for their continued professional advice on
the computer.
Many thanks again to the Deputy, Holly Ouellette, for her continued total dedication to the Town.
Her expertise with the computer system and all the many other office talents are deeply appreciated by
me as well as all the citizens. Also, thanks to Eleanor Childs for all her very able assistance in all phas-
es of the "hundreds" of duties.
As Vice-Chairman of the 300th Anniversary Committee, I have been pleased to serve as Souvenir
Chairman. Much interest has already been generated for this celebration, and we have made MANY
sales of souvenirs. Contact me for further information, or if you wish to volunteer on some committee
for 1994.
In March, I will be completing 33 years as Tax Collector and 23 years as Town Clerk. The combined
office of Town Clerk-T^ Collector has now been in effect for five years. It has proven to be an efficient
combination. I am a Notary Public and Justice of the Peace, serving all departments.
My sincere thanks to ALL residents for their continued cooperation and support. It is helpful to be






















FILL & DREDGE 40.00
BAD CHECK FEES 240.00
ORDINANCE BOOKS ^ 390.00
CHECKLIST 140.00
COPIES 146.20
JOSL\H BARTLETT BOOKS 8.00
DOG FINES 267.50







SUMMARY OF TAX COLLECTOR RECEIPTS - 1992
1990 YIELD TAXES $1,060.45
1990 YIELD TAX INTEREST 401.73
1991 PROPERTY TAXES 829,990.04
1991 INTEREST 31,632.40
1991 COSTS 7,481,25
1992 PROPERTY TAXES 5,054.990.73
1992 INTEREST 527.87
TAX LIENS - BASE 372,944.96
TAX LIENS - INTEREST 68,380.98
TAX LIENS - MORTGAGE FEES 4,931.78
SUB-TOTAL $6,372,342.19
1992 DISCOUNT ALLOWED - 72,195.80





FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF KINGSTON YEAR ENDING 12-31-92
***LEV1ES OF***
Uncollected l^es Beg. of Yean 1992 1991 PRIOR
Property Taxes 831,388.31
Yield Taxes 1060.45
Revenues Committed This Yean





on Delinquent 1^ 527.87 31,632.40 401.73
Cost Collected 7,481.25
TOTAL DEBITS $5,847,818.86 $872,432.95 $1,462.18
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF KINGSTON YEAR ENDING 12-31-92
***LEVIES OF ***
Remitted to Treasurer 1992 1991 Prior
During Fiscal Yean
Property T^es 4,982.794.93 829,990.04
Yield T^es 1,060.45




Property T^es 1,969.00 3,329.26
Uncollected Rev.
End of Year:
Property T^es 790,331.25 None None
TOTAL CREDITS $5,847,818.86 $872,432.95 $1,462.18
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Balance at Beg. of Fiscal Year 306,175.94 132,173.32
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year 416,415.20
Interest Collected
After Lien Execution 7,235.19 32,424.90 28.720.89
Collected Redemption Costs 1,923.50 2,064.88 943.40
TOTAL DEBITS $425,573.89 $340,665.72 $161,837.61
Remittance to
Treasurer
Redemptions 145,578.63 138,060.80 89,305.53
Interest/Costs
(After Lien Execution) 9,158.69 34,489.78 29,664.29
Abatements of
Unredeemed T^es 1,586.11 247.52
Unredeemed l^es
on Initial Lien 269,250.46 167,867.62 42,867.79*
TOTAL CREDITS $425,573,89 $340,665.72 $161,837.67
(*Includes Great Lakes Container Corp. for a total of $40,786.08)
UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992
(TOWN)
From 1^ Sales: 1986 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp $10,376.09
From 1^ Liens: 1987 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp $10,770.92
From 1^ Liens: 1988 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp $9,71 1.32
From Tax Liens: 1989 Levy
Great Lakes Container Corp $9,927.75
Yiakas, Arthur, Stulgin, Vito 2,081.71
$12,009.46
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From Tax Liens: 1990 Levy
Ahlman, Edward J. Tr., Rosemarie J. Tr. $3,012.20
Anderson, Charles W., Jr. Kimberly E 2,366.38
Arnold, Edith Heirs 913.82
Bacon, Charles, Donna 1,574.14
Bartlett, Benjamin T. Ill, Vema B 2,162.66
Bellissimo, Jamews 2,090.40 bal.
Bretton, Dennis G. Tr. Huntress Grove Realty Trust 1,742.98
Burbank, Daniel W., Barbara E 2,841.43 bal.
Bush, Gene, Estelle 919.19 bal.
Choquette, Alfred E., Jacqueline M 3,644.74
Cooney, Richard J., Florence M. 6752.17
Cummings, Kenneth S., Dorothy S 2,118.05
Deprofio, Daniel J 717.48 bal.
DHS Homes, Inc. (R309-68I) 1,729.51
DHS Homes, Inc. (R35-45-21) 866.08
DHS Homes, Inc. (R35-45-28) 1,050.30
Drawdy, Thomas T., Frances 1,816.04
Eaton, Margaret M 2,089.10
Emerson, Barbara R, Rouleau, Mark S. & Deborah M 2,535.60
Gelineau, HerveyA., Jr. 558.46
Gelineau, Hervey Jr., Lorainer 116.19
Giampaolo, Guy, GailT^ttan 5,021.55
Great Lakes Container Corp 1 1,492.55
Green, Walter S. Trst, House & Home Realty Trust (R13-13) 137.34
Green Walter S., Trust, House & Home Realty Trust (R13-23 3,732.77
Griffin, George D., Rita K 2,920.29
Griffin, James R., Mary G 2,842.88
Hanson, Florence Heirs 45.13
Hanson Hazel M. Heirs 3,481.20
Hayes, Charles W. 1,080.56 bal.
Higgins, Michael R, Carol A. (U4-52) 1,564.14
Higgins, Michael R, Carol A. *U1 1-2) 4,119.27
Hodgson, Richard T, Cheryl C 988.07 bal.
Jager, Edward G. Tr. Rebecca Pagliarulo Tr. 1,137.25
Khentigan, Robert Tr. Lisa Realty Trust 2,862.11
Lancaster, John D 10,928.75
Lancaster, John D., Young, Roger S. (R26-5) 130.66
Lancaster, John D., Young, Roger S (R26-37) 46.54
Lazure, Norman J., Rachel W. 1990.26
Leighton,WayneA.(R5-21-7) 2,321.73
Leighton, Wayne A. (R5-21-8) 2,334.81
Macomber, Tony & Janet M. Tr. Macomber Realty Trust 1,456.46
Mantone, Robert A,, Roberta J 1,337.29 bal.
Murray, Richard R., Alice F 1,044.53
Najem G. & Abi-Aad M., G & M Realty Tr. 1,316.09
Nason Elden C, Louise A. 1,996.37
Pagliarulo, Sharon D. 3/5 Int. Pagliarulo Rebecca Tr. 1,691 05
Paine, Lester C, Jr., Maryann 2,460.22
Pomerleau, Freida K 148.88
Provencher, David L 1,691.15 bal.
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Salemme, John F. 596.01
Seventy, Raymond C. TV. Bayberry Park Realty TV. 17,272.45
Smith, Steven P., Sr. 1,131.13 bal.
Stonge, Paul F. 2,676.64 bal.
Sullivan, James M 133.88
Temple, Martha J 2,577.52
Wachob, Michael R 2,662.13
Wils,GeneI 10,546.47
Wilson, Peter E., Virginia L 4,621.58
Wood, David F. Ellen 4,510.05
Yiakas, Arthur 2,394.84
Yiokarinis, Stamatios & Jean, 4 Ridgewood Dr Rlty Tr 4,808.10
$167,867.62
From Tkk Liens: 1991 Levy
Ahlman, Edward J. Tr., Rosemarie J. Tr. $2,735.99
Anderson, Charles W, Jr., Kimberly E 2,147.92
Arivella, Joyce 711.55
Arnold Edith Heirs 2,310.71
Bacon, Charles, Donna 1,512.55
Bartlett, Benjamin T III. Vera B 2,175.88
Bean, Gary R., Diane M 1,911.63
Bellissimo, James 2,135.67
Borgard, Jean B., Marie S 2,666.02
Boutin, Armand, Charlotte 3,059.85
Bradley, Kurtis D., Jauren U 2,469.98
Bretton, Dennis G. Tr Huntress Grove Realty Trust 1,580.46
Burbank, Daniel W, Barbara E 2,574.96
Bush, Gene Tr. The Bush Realty Trust (U5-32) 180.53
Bush, Gene Tr. The Bush Realty Trust (U5-51) 2,026.40
Cadwell, Barbara S 105.27
Castonguay, Cleo P., Doris R 91.26
Charron, David M., A & A. L. Ilhg 1,409.28
Choquette, Alfred E., Jacqueline M 3,320.6
Collins, Roland, Irene 2,396.43
Cooney, Richard J., Florence M 6,052.95
Cotter, T E. & R H. Trustees, T & P Realty Trust 3,093.11
Court, Ronald J 1,509.05
Cummings, Kenneth S., Doroty S 1,922.08
Demoria, Frank L, Denise B 444.83
Deprofio, Daniel J 2,375.47
Devanna, William J., Jr. 117.67 bal.
DHS Homes, Inc. (R30-68I) 1,553.81
DHS Homes, Inc. (R35-45-21) 780.15
DHS Homes, Inc. (R35-45-28) 956.94
Divergilio, Peter R 1,278.00
DoUiver, Gerard R., Jr. Heirs (R33-15) 2,366.72
Dolliver, Gerard R., Jr. Heirs (R33-35) 237.55
Dowling, Michael, Donna 1,535.30
Drawdy, Thomas T, Frances 1,656.07
Eaton, Calvin W, Michele 410.25 bal.
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Eaton, Margaret M 1,904.62
Emerson, Barbara F., Rouleau, Mark S. & Deborah M 2,301.96
Fitzgerald, Dennis M., Linda J 2,389.48
Fletcher, Michael 280.30
Flynn, Thomas J., Alice C 2,942.54
Fraser, Jcimes Kenneth, Leanne 2,515.50
Gelineau, HerveyA., Jr. 511.35
Gelineau, Hervey, Jr., Lorainer 108.77
Giampaolo, Guy, GailT^ttan 4,573.90
Giarrusso, Frederick D., Shellie M 2,568.53 bal.
Gideon Lodge No. 84 F & AM, Inc 3,605.97
Goodrow, David A., Jr. 1,818.81
Great Lakes Container Corp 10.455.08
Green, Walter S. Trst House & Home Realty Trust (R13-13) 128.01
Green, Walter S. Trst. House & Home Realty Trust (R13-23) 3,398.68
Griffin, Francis E., Beverly 2,037.83
Griffin George D., Rita K 2,643.23
Griffin, James R., Mary G 2,590.77
Grigas, Lillian 87.77
Hanson, Florence Heirs 44.09
Hanson, Hazel M. Heirs 3,171.78
Hayes, Charles W. 2,133.92
Higgins, Michael R, Carol A. (U4-52) 1,426.78
Higgins, Michael R, Carol A. (Ul 1-2) 3,750.50
Hodgson, Richard T, Cheryl C 2,112.92
Hudson, Scott A., Michaelle M 1,778.60
Jager, Edward G. Tr Rebecca Pagliarulo Tr. 1,038.20
Julien, Joseph C, Lucille J. Heirs. 841.07
Kalil, Robert A. (U5-20) 2,744.79
Kalil, Robert A. (U5-56) 650.63
Khentigan, Robert, Tr. Lisa Realty Trust (R18-22) 2,608.27
Khentigan, Robert, Tr. Lisa Realty Trust (R18-23) 2,651.27
Kiely, John R Stephany A. 1,171.23
Kuzirian, George, Jr., Yvette R 3,623.47
Lancaster, John D 9,950.99
Lancaster, John D., Young, Roger S (R26-5) 409.08
Lancaster, John D., Young, Roger S. (R26-37) 43.25
Lavallee, Roland J., Vivian 1 521.23 bal.
Lazure, Norman J. Rachel W. 1,814.65
Leighton,WayneA.(R5-21-7) 2,105.17
Leighton,WayneA.(R5-21-8) 2,126.17
Leveille, Richard F, Sr., Lucille G 1,521.30
Macomber, Tony & Janet M. Tr. Macomber Realty Trust 1,328.76
Mantone, Robert A., Roberta J 3,513.20
Martin, Everett G 1,820.61
Mathews, Gary & Robert G., ETAL 3,084.36
Merino, Ropnald A., Cheryl A. 236.56 bal.
Morrison, Maureen E. (U4-226) 1,755.84
Morrison, Maureen Wolfe (U4-201) 1,652.57
Moseley, Charles D 1,719.09
Murray, Richard R., Alice F (R42-12-1) 3,152.62
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Murray, jRichard R., Alice F. (R42-12-2) 951.69
Najem G. & Abi-Aad M., G & M Realty Tr. 1,200.98
Nason, Elden C., Louise A. 1,841.61
National Carpet Care, Inc 2,375.47
New Hampshire Elect Coop., Inc 250.38
Nickerson, Thomas J 96.52
Pagliarulo, Sharon D. 3/5 Int. Pagliarulo Rebecca Tr. 1,542.30
Paine, Lester C, Jr., Maryann 2,242.44
Palumbo, Vincent J., Carol M 1,512.57
Parlatore, John A. & Katherine Tr. The Parlatore Family Trust 1,369.15 bal.
Parshley, Barbara F. 1,608.81
Pelletier, Ronald P. 1,694.54
Pomerleau, Freida K. 138.52
Pouliot,Alma 108.77
Provencher, David L 1,885.37
R & S Realty Corp 1,144.97
R & T Realty Trust, Ralph D'Amelio Tr. 1,110.17 bal.
Ramsey, Gail K., David R. ET AL 973.12
Richardson, Elmer Heirs 140.28
Sable Gregory R., Terry L 3,430.93
Salemme, John F. 1,463.53
Samoisette, Richard A., Brenda J. (R8-45) 101.76
Samoisette, Richard A., Brenda J. (RlO-7) 1,175.25
Sawyer, Steven D., Hazel R. (U4-176) 1,972.89
Sawyer, Steven D., Hazel R. (U4-178) 76.52
Seventy, Raymond C. Tr. Bayberry Park Realty Tr. 15,725.39
Silvers, John T, Maureen E 1,493.29
Simone, Peter E., Patricia E 1,302.50
Smith, David A., Deborah A. 2,608.27
Smith, Steven R, Sr. 1,321.72
Steer, Helena L 2,322.96
Stonge, Paul F. 2,592.51
Sullivan, William H., Carol Ann 232.81 bah
Sylvain,John 2,072.66
T^bebCorp 2,426.23
Tebo, Craig E., Tr. Old Mill Realty Trust 32.59
Temple, Martha J 2,349.21
Watts, Stephen W. Heirs, Lena J 1,548.98 bah
Wills, Gene 1 9,593.91
Wilson, Peter E., Virginia L 4,209.84
Wood, David R, Ellen 4,139.82
Worthen, Wm. C. & Linda M., Tr. Atlantic Realty Tr. 596.35
Wright, Robert S., Mary A. Feitor 415.55
Yiakas, Arthur 2,182.93
Yiokarinis, Stamatios & Jean, 4 Ridgewood Dr Rlty Tr 4,379.62
$269,250.46
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Election & Registration 5,450
Legal Expenses 15,000
Employee Benefits 85,500
Planning & Zoning 16,681
General Government Bldg 53,278
Cemeteries 20,407
Insurance 117,000
Advertising & Reg. Assoc 4,473
Contingency Fund 20,000
Municipal Budget Committee 100









Highways & Streets 324,532
Street Lighting 11,500



























ARTICLE 13 - Nichols Memorial Library $10,000
ARTICLE 15 - Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund 23,847
ARTICLE 19 - DAR.E. Prgram 2,000
ARTICLE 21 Ambulance Capital Reseve Fund 2,596
ARTICLE 22 - Fire Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund 30,000
ARTICLE 23 - Fire Truck (to come from Capital Reserve) 150,000
ARTICLE 25 - Gross Roads House 850
ARTICLE 26 - Volunteer Recycling Program 15,000
ARTICLE 27 - Limited Regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day 25,000
ARTICLE 28 - Conservation Land Purchase Capital Reserve 10,000
ARTICLE 31 - Highway Trucks & Equipment Capital Reserve 30,000
ARTICLE 32 - Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) 700
TOTAL SPECIAL ARTICLES $299,993
GRAND TOTAL (with $150,000 being spent from Capital Reserve) $2,350,817
1992 TREASURER'S REPORT
Cash on Hand 1/1/92 $147,450.71













Fill & Dredge 40.00
Filing Fees 20.00
LR.S. Liens 590.00







J. Bartlett Books 8.00
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS - TOWN CLERK 407,042.87
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Total Cash Received from 1^ Collector , $6,300,146.39
TOTAL CASH RECEIVED FROM
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR $6,707,189.26
Cash Received - Town of Kingston:
Money Market Fund $4,550,000.00
Landfill Revenue 499,668.21
Due from Trustrees Funds 12,314.80
Town Office Revenues 402.92
Building Permits 14,077.83
Driveway Permits 55.00
Misc. Licenses & Fees 100.00
N.H. Shared Revenue 149,910.25
N.H. Highway Block Grant 75,161.72
Reimburse Welfare Assistance 2,697.58
Rental of Town Property 400.00





Planning Board Revenue 2,677.50
Engineering Fees-Deposit 2,000.00
Boardof Adjustment Revenue 410.00
Health Department Revenue 1,025.00
Outside Detail 465.53
Miscellaneous Refunds & Reimbursements 253,472.24
Plaistow Court Fines & Fees 280.00
Health & Life Insurance 9,962.91
Utilities 68.52
Insurance Refunds 31,466.90
Current Use Fees 60.00
Franchise Fees 26,788.86
Sponsored Events 3,447.00
Sale of Town Property 27,982.85




TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS TOWN OF KINGSTON $5,676,546.74
Total C/R Town Clerk/T^ Collector $6,707,189.26
Total C/R Town of Kingston 5,676,546.74
TOTAL C/R 1/1/92 TO 12/31/92 $12,383,736.00
1992
Summary of Cash Receipts:
Cash of Hand 1/1/92 $147,450.71
Total Cash Receipts-Bettie Ouellette 6,707,189.26
Total Cash Receipts-Town of Kingston 5,676.546.74
Adjustment - 1991 Stale dated Check 50.00
Total Vouchers Paid Out (12,391,753.71)
Cash of Hand 12/31/92 $139,483.00
1992
Money Market Fund:
Cash of Hand 1/1/92 $1,093,524.25
Cash Received- Interest 31,376.53
Cash Received - 1^ Anticipation 3,500,000.00
Cash Received - General Fund 1,250,000.00
Paid Out to General Fund (4,550,000.00)
Cash on Hand 12/31/92 $1,324,900.78
Escrow Accounts - Road Bonds:
Kingston Nursery - R. Senter $25,224.97
G. Najem & M. Abi Asid 25,970.92
Pandalena & Sons 3,954.82
G.J.Itbo 8,168.13
Escrow Accounts - Gravel Pit Bonds
Chester Bearce Pit #1 - #2 18,725.74











Interest and Penalties on T^es 108,531.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE:
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 52,016.00
Highway Block Grant 75,162.00
State-Federal Forest Und 52.00
Railroad!^ 207.00
Mowing State Park 595.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Permits 372,119.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 30,793.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 12,817.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Income from Departments 480,000.00
Other Charges 20,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE:
Interest on Deposits 30,000.00
Sale of Town Property 36,000.00
Insurance and Miscellaneous Refunds 241,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund-Fire Truck 150,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCE:
Fund Balance 64,056.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,674,108.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations $2,350,817
Total Revenues and Credits 1,674,108
Net Town Appropriations $676,709
Net Schoollkic Assessments 4,855,298
County 1^ Assessment 307,822
Total of Town, School and County 5,839,829
DEDUCT Total Business Profits 1^ Reimbursement 13,983
ADD War Service Credits 45,100
ADD Overlay 19,999
Property T^es to be Raised $5,890,945
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PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Valutation
336,625,430




Property Taxes to be Raised $5,890,945
Less War Service Credits 45,100
Total T^ Comniitment $5,845,845
MUNICIPAL TAX RATE BREAKDOWN
Approved Approved Prior
Net Less T^esto T^Rate T^Rate
TAX RATES Appro BPT Be Raised 1992 1991
Town 741,808 13,983 727,825 2.17 1.98
County 312,124 4,302 307,822 .91 .81
School Dist. 4,934,796 79,498 4,855,298 14.42 13.87
Municipal Tcix Rate 17.50 16.66




Paraplegic, double amputees owning specially adapted
home-steads with VA assistance
Totally and permanently disabled veterans, spouses
or widows, and widows of veterans who died or
were killed on active duty
Other war service credits









Total Number and Amount 412 $45,100
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TAX YEAR 1992




Total of 'Hkxable Land
T^ Exempt and Non-'nixable
Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Commercial/Industrial
Total of l^xable Buildings






Blind Exemption RSA 72:37
Elderly Exemption RSA 72:39
Physically Handicapped RSA 72:37
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions



























SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description:













































8th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
7th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
6th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
5th St. Gr. Pd. Pk
4th St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk.
Wadleigh Pt. Rd.































Off Hunt Rd. Rl-12 6,200
Off Hunt Road Rl-13, 8,600
DorreRd. R2-6 400
Off Dorre Road R2-6 19,200
Dorre Rd. R2-9 37,300
Dorre Rd. R2-12 63,800
OxRd. R4-22 29,200
Dorre Rd. R5-6 73,300
Off Hunt Rd. R6-6 78,000
Off Hunt Rd. R6-12 31,500
FryeRd. R71- 108,400
Danville-Hampstead Line R7-3 12,000
Off Hunt Rd. (Cons.) R7-5 23,500
Off Hunt Rd. - R7-6 1,000
Off West Shore Pk.Rd. R9-26 7,500
MillRd. Rll-14 5,400
Off Rt. Ill R-12- 31900
New Boston Rd. R-15-1 44,300
Off New Boston Rd. R16-8 64,400
Off New Boston Rd. R16-15 6,000
Off Railroad R17-17 4,500
Off New Boston Rd. R18-9 2,800
Along Pow Wow River R18-1
1
600
Along Pow Wow River R18-12 600
New Boston Rd. R18-37 8,400
Ball Rd. R23-35 4,200
BallRd. R23-46 3,500
Route 125 R26-6 35,300
Route 125 By-Pass R26-7 36,500
Off Route 125 R26-12 24,400
Off Route 125 R25-27 1,500
Off Route 125 R26-28 300
Route 125 By-Pass R26-35 41.300
Route 125 R26-36 33,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-9 2,400
Off Pow Wow River Road R27-16 1,200
Off Pow Wow River Road R27-17 1,200
Off Pow Wow River Road R27-28 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Road R27-30 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Road R27-32 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-33 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-34 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-35 1 ,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-36 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-41 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-42 1,500
Off Pow Wow River Rd. R27-43 1,500












Route 125 (Town Dump)
Off Little River Rd.
Off Little River Rd., West
Little River Rd.,
Little River Rd., West
Off Thome Rd. (Town Forest)
Bail Rd.
Off Cedar Swamp Pond Rd.
Off Cedar Swamp Pond Rd.
37 Route 125
10 Madison Ave.
10 No. Spofford Pt. Rd.
22 Sunshine Drive
Cedar Swamp Pond Rd.










































Town Clerk-1^ Collector 37,890.00
Treasurer 3,923.23





































Health & Life Insurance 28,883.55
Retirement 20,936.48
NH Unemployment Insurance 4,415.11
NH Workers Compensation Pund 43,904.00



























Heat & Service 5,670.44
Water Coolers 1,240.60
Paper & Cleaning 1,287.03
Paint, Tools & hardware 592.42
Equipment Maintenance 737.44
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Forms & Envelopes 1,311.14
Supplies 1,005.17
Postage 302.69












Cruiser Maintenance Total Budget 745.96
Cruiser Maintenance 1990 4,180.37
Cruiser Maintenance 1992 413.00
Cruiser Maintenance 1991 1,781.57













Mileage & Meals 153.40
Seminars/Training 5,093.00
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 1,847.71
Radio Maintenance 1,803.10
Radio Maintenance 4,404.00








Roll. Equipment - Total Budget 4,001.26
A-1 Rolling Equipment 568.55
P-1 Rolling Equipment 1,479.31
T-1 Rolling Equipment 3,634.73
E-3 Rolling Equipment 2,010.50
F-1 Rolling Equipment 159.67
S-1 Rolling Equipment 508.02



















Dog License Fees 514.20
Vital Records Search 837.00
TOTAL 2,572.20



























































































Area Homemaker Service 2,000.00
Seacoast Mental Health 2,000.00
Vic Geary Center 1,500.00
Rockingham Coummunity Action 4,919.00
Women's Resource Center 1,417.00
VNA 8,362.00
Richie McFarland Center 2,250.00
Umprey Health Care 2,700.00
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister 1,088.00
Seacoast Hospice 1,480.00
Kingston Children's Center 2,500.00
Rockingham Counseling Center 3.150.00









































#13 Future Library CRF 10,000.00
#15 Landfill Closure CRF 23,847.00
#19 Comp. Drug Awareness 1,994.05
#21 Ambulance CRF 2,596.00
#22 Fire Department Apparatus CRF 30,000.00
#23 Purchase Fire Truck 129,990.00
#25 Crossroads House 850.00
#26 Vol. Recycling Program 13,100.94
#27 Hazardous Waste Day 11,372.27
#28 K.C.C. Conservation CRF 10,000.00
#31 Highway Equipment CRF 30,000.00





Real Estate 1^ Revenue (net) $5,812,784.97
1^ Liens Redemmed 372,944.96
Yield 1^ 1,060.45
Interest and Penalities 100,942.98
Costs 12,413.03
TOTAL TAX REVENUES $6,300,146.39
Town Clerk License and Permit Revenues:






Boat Launch Keys 175.00






Fill and Dredge 40.00
Filing Fees 20.00
Bad Check Fees 240.00
Miscellaneous Licenses and Fees 455.25
TOTAL TOWN CLERK REVENUES $406,584.67
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Selectmen's Licenses and Permit Revenues:
Town Office Revenue 402.92
Driveway Permits 55.00
Building Permits 14,077.83
Miscellaneous Licenses and Fees 125.00
TOTAL SELECTMEN'S REVENUES $14,660.75
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES FROM STATE:
NH Shared Revenue.. $149,910.25
NH Highway Block Grant 75,161.72
TOTAL REVENUE FROM STATE $225,071.97
Other Departmental Revenue:
Rental of Town Property $400.00
Police Special Duty 465.53
Landfill Revenue 499,668.21
Current Use Fees 82.00




Ambulance Revenue (net of refund) 8,483.37
Health Insurance Reimbursements 9,962.91
Recreation Revenues 3,447.00
Planning Board Revenue 2,677.50
Engineering Fee Deposits 2000.00
Board of Adjustment Revenue 410.00
Health Department 1,025.00
Civil Defense Reimbursement 387.54
Welfare Reimbursement 2,697.58
Miscellaneous 443.64
TOTAL OTHER DEPARTMENTAL REVENUES $534,339.28
Interest Revenues:
Interest on Money Market 31,376.43
Insurance Refund 35,849.90
FEMAInsurance 31,908.00
Ottati & Goss Legal Fees 206,061.25
Mis. Refunds and Reimbursements 11,119.99
TOTAL INTEREST AND OTHER $316,315.57
Sale of Town Property $27,982.85
Money Market Transfers $4,550,000.00
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Fees from Others:
Plaistow District Court Fines $280.00
Franchise Fees/Cable TV 26,788.86
TOTAL FEES FROM OTHERS $27,068.86
Transfers in From TVust Funds $12,314.80
TOTAL REVENUE RECEIPTS* $5,707,754.08
* Total Cash Received by Treasurer does not include interest on Money Market of$31,376.43 no
refund of$169.09 for overpayment ofAmbulance Fees included in 'Revenue Receipts'.
TOWN OF KINGSTON
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1992
Appropriated Actual Unexpended
& Available Expenditure Balance Overdraft
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salaries 53,570.00 54,647.13 1,077.13
Town Officers' Expenses 129,700.00 122,125.47 7,574.52
Election and Registration Expenses 5,450.00 3,960.65 1,489.35
Cemeteries 20.407.00 16,790.80 3,616.20
General Government Buildings 53,278.00 52,541.51 736.49
Employees Retirment & Social Security 57,500.00 57,169.48 330.52
Unemployment Compensation 4,000.00 4,415.11 415.11
Group Insurance 27,000.00 28,883.55 1,883.55
Insurance 55,000.00 50,834.00 4,166.00
NH Workers Compensation Funds 48,000.00 43,904.00 4,096.00
Part-time Disability Insurance 1,000.00 1,000.00
Insurance Deductible 10,000.00 3,874.68 6,125.32
Planning and Zoning 15,781.00 12,291.06 3,489.94
Board of Adjustments 900.00 983.77 83.77
Legal Fees 15,000.00 23,557.49 8,557,49
Contingency Fund 20,000.00 20,000.00
Audit 9,000.00 8,400.00 600.00
Conservation Commission 625.00 643.68 18.68
Historic District Commission 50.00 46.00 4.00
Animal Control 4,029.00 3,436.98 592.02
Dog Damage 50.00 50.00
Gasoline in Ground 20,000.00 18,371.73 1,628.27
Building & Fire Inspections 13,250.00 9,399.03 3,850.97
Regional Association 4,473.00 4,263.00 210.00
Supervisors of Checklist 200.00 254.05 308.56




102,065.00 101,821.41 243.59 349.56
500.00 500.00
2,412.00 1,448.00 964.00

































Interest Expense TAN. 100,000.00 79,856.56 20,143.44
Principal Long Term Debt






















Marriage License Fees 1,400.00 1,221.00 179.00
Dog License Fees 400.00 514.20 114.20
Vital Records Search 837.00 837.00
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SPECIAL ARTICLES
#13 Future Library C.R.F. 10,000.00 10,000.00
#15 Landfill Closure C.R.F. 23,847.00 23,847.00
#19 Comp. Drug Awareness 2,000.00 1,994.05 5.95
#21 Ambulance C.R.F. 2,596.00 2,596.00
#22 Fire Dept. Apparatus C.R.F 30,000.00 30,000.00
#23 Purchase Fire Thick 150,000.00 129,990.00 20,010.00
#25 Crossroads House 850.00 850.00
#26 Vol. Recycling Program 15,000.00 13,100.94 1899.06
#27 Hazardous Waste Day 25,000.00 11,372.27 13,627.73
#28 KCC Conservation C.R.F 30,000.00 30.000.00
#32 Ret. Sr. Vol. Program 700.00 700.00
GRAND TOTAL 2,350,817.00 2,238,280.98 175,182.54 62,924.98
112,257.56
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1111 Various EmniiGOd Coiion Trust 19948.95 93.02
1992 Carter 20' 202 150.00 150.00
Bill 20- 203 150.00 150.00
Ranlin 20' 311 150.00 150.00
Schur S 1/2 228A ' 135.00 135.00
Delzell 10' 364 200.00 200.00-
2761.00 1244.55
TOTAL 6REEHM0S 19948.95 785.00 878.02 19855.93 2761.00 1244.55 4005.55 23861.48
1921 to
1991 Various Pine Grove 1S56C.74 84.30 2100.00 1127.86 3227.86
1992 Oueliette 81/:-422




Lutz 8 1/2' 416
llcAskiUe 1/2' 443
Schiitz B 1/2' 469
Corton 8 1/2' 417





















TOTAL PINE BROVE 18560.74 1400.00 1484.30 18476.44 2100.00 1127.86 3227.86 21704.30
tSee PlaistOK Coop 110221
1901 to
1991 Various Plains 17887.79 93.02 17794.77 4500.00 1244.55 5744.55 23539.32
1920 to
1991 Various nill Streai 3173.56 20.34 3153.22 1995.00 272.24 2267.24 5420.46
TOTAL ALL CENETERIES 59571.04 2185.00 2475.68 59280.36 11356.00 3889.20 15245.20 74525.56
19B1 Ceietery Hairtenancc v76'4.6: 1190.00 38884.63 2045.56 1955.12 90.44 38975.07




171=9.12 32460.18 37033.40 12625.90 12625.90
:i5334.68 39810. 13 40499.08 114645.78 11659.27 6045.67 1955.12 15749.82 130395.60
5PECI
114; Dar.ie: Batie Bane Scree: 5:?:. 48 5371.48 3''6.05 368.94 7.11 5378.59
192i E.Ci'lto- AtbC t i.'. 1074.30 1074.30 62.68 61.49 1.19 1075.49
l'7l Srace Daley noK F lains 1000.00 1000.00 62.68 61.49 1.19 1001.19
1628 Lt.T.EUins Puah : Scnoc! 5 1353.6: 1353.61 94.01 92.23 1.78 1355.39
194;. Dane) Uiball Ualia 11 B.r. :07<.30 1074.30 62.68 61.49 1.19 1075.49
1985 KacnuESon Parts 21450.61 21450.61 1441.49 1441.23 27.26 21477.87
198; l1a;nussor Plain s 1C725.35 10725.35 720.73 707.10 13.63 10738.98
1897 Oliver Nichols Litra ry :i9:.87 2193.87 156.69 153.73 2.96 2196.83
1836 Ni J. E.San born Deser v.lioiier 2148.5'' 2148.59 156.69 153.73 2.96 2151.55
1987 nagnusson Daley Part ( Plain; 5363.9: 2076.09 3985.00 3955.02 309.35 253.78 563.13 4518.15
TCTA. SPECIAL FUNDS 256. Pi 2076.09 3935.00 50347.13 309.35 3387.43 3074.43 622.40 50969.53
SCHOLARShIP FL'NJS
1985 Josepn ce'rj'c Scncds 12:54.3: 113.91 12368.23 863.91 863.9! 12368.23
198: LesliE T H;;: 3:c5.0! '5.95 8441.00 575.95 575.95 8441.00
1955 I.E.I "a.f.ionuSEOr
" 57-71. 84 484.06 57553.90 3974.06 3974.06 57553.90
1985 laity natures t:ii.r 45.5' 53:4.56 345.59 345.59 5324.56
82'';. IE 7!'. 51 83692.69 5759.51 5759.51 83692.69
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REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS
OF THE TOWN OF KINGSTON ON DECEMBER 31, 1992
TOWN SUMMARY
PURPOSE OF HOW BALANCE
NAME OF TRUST FUND TRUST FUND INVESTED END OF YEAR
Cemetery Lot Funds Principal 61,465.36
Interest 15,245.20 76,710.56
Cemetery Main Principal 38,884.63
Interest 90.44 38,975.07
Special Funds Principal 50347.13
Interest 622.40 50,969.53
Scholarship Funds Principal 83,692.69 83,692.69
Ambulance Principal 24,220.99
Interest 4,296.75 28,517.74
Police Dept. Cruiser Principal 1,272.00
Interest 1,111.76 2,383.76
Police Dept. Station Principal 15,000.00
Interest 8,585.27 23,585.27
Fire Dept. Apparatus Principal (2892.22)
Interest 37,891.33 34,999.11
Recreation Dept. Principal 20,000.00
Interest 9,488.69 29,488.69






Landfill Closing Principal 49,037.17
Interest 5,264.06 54,301.23
Wm. Davis Animal Fund Principal 841.587
Interest 110.14 951.71
Kingston Food Pantry Principal 2,123.97
Interest 174.05 2,298.02
Kingston 300th Anniv. Principal 90.00
Interest 428.41 518.41
Library Expansion Principal 25,000.00
Interest 2,426.43 27,426.43
Magnusson Daley Principal 3,955.02
Interest 563.13 4,518.15
Town Highway Equip. Principcal 30,000.00
Interest 367.52 30,367.52
Checking Acct. 12.625.90 12,625.90
Holding Trust 2,084.07 2,084.07
Total 612,865.94 612,865.94
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REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS
CHECKING ACCOUNT SUnPIARY - 1992
CREDITS
1/1/92 &ald<nce Chect-.ing Account * 17,199.12
Interest:
Check.ing Account 590.46
H3234 to maturity S, 711. 33
ttl939 5,7S9.51
tt 015 3,074.43
M4359 to maturity 1,955.12





Maintenance & Supplies 1,709.28
Hardware 235.67
Fertilizer & Loam 684.10




Leate Construction-repair stones 3,320.00
Bal. Int. Parks & Plains to « 26676 2,076.09
Conservation Disbursements:
Registry of Deeds 60.00
Laughlm & Uade, Attys. 466.34
Laughlin & Uade, Attys. 562.50
Newbury port 5c Savings 15,000.00
Balance interest M1939 to principal 719.51
Scholarships 5,040.00
School Funds 436.62
Nichols llemorial Library 146.22
Sanborn Fund-Ladies 146.25
Balance checking account 12/31/92 12,625.90
» 50,376.81
nONEY MARKET GENERAL FUND 1992
CREDITS DEBITS
Balance 1/1/92 $ 1,173.16 Lot Sales to 4359 $ 1,190.00
Interest 100.82 New Trust Funds
Lot Sales 1,255.00 to « 10221 2,185.00
New Cemetery Trust Funds 2,320.00 Balance 12/31/92 1,473.98
» 4,846.98 * 4,646.98
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
FEBRUARY 18, 1992
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Republicans on Checklist 1272
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Democrats on Checklist 583
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Libertarians on Checklist 6
TOTAL NUMBER of Undeclared Names on Checklist 938
TOTAL NUMBER of Names on Checklist 2799
Republic Regular Ballots Cast 1061
Republic Absentee Ballots Cast 60
Total Republican Ballots Cast 1121
Democratic Regular Ballots Cast 690
Democratic Absentee Ballots Cast 26
Total Democratic Ballots Cast 716
Libertarian Regular Ballots Cast 29
Libertarian Absentee Ballots Cast 2
Total Libertarian Ballots Cast 31
GRAND TOTAL of Votes Cast 1868









"Herb" Clark, Jr. 225




























REPORT OF THE STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
SEPTEMBER 8, 1992
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Republicans on Checklist
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Democrats on Checklist
TOTAL NUMBER of Registered Libertarians on Checklist







Regular Republican Ballits Cast
Absentee Republican Ballots Cast
Total Republican Ballots Cast
Regular Democratic Ballots Cast
Absentee Democratic Ballots Cast







Regular Libertarian Ballots Cast
Absentee Libertarian Ballots Cast
Total Libertarian Ballots Cast
11
11
GRAND TOTAL VOTES CAST 1142





















Maureen E. Barrows 167
EXECUTIVE CONCILOR
"Stan" Yiokarinis 385
Ruth L. Griffin 375
STATE SENATOR
Richard "Rick" Russman 677




David A. Welch 524
Kenneth L. Weyler 523
John W. Flanders, Sr. 495
DEMOCRATIC RESULTS
GOVERNOR
Deborah Arnie Ameson 128












Wayne E. Vetter 666
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Carleton Eldredge 494
Laurence J. Gillis 205
COUNTY TREASURER
Clarke R. Chandler 619
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REGISTER OF DEEDS
"Betty" Waitt Luce 646
REGISTER OF PROBATE
Elizabeth E. Powell 448
Clifford N. Taylor 200
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Warren Henderson 338
Marshall E. Quandt 141
"Peg" Case 127
DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION




REPORT OF GENERAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 3, 1992
TOTAL NUMBER OF NAMES on Checklist 3262
TOTAL NUMBER of Regular Ballots Cast 2654
TOTAL NUMBER OF Absentee Ballots Cast 186
TOTAL NUMBER OF BaUots Cast 2840
The polls were open from 10:00 AM. to 8:00 RM.
The following results were obtained. Further details are on file in the Town Clerk's Office (winners
only printed).
PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT
George Bush & "Dan" Quayle (R) 1,070
GOVERNOR
"Steve" Merrill (R) 1,580
U.S. SENATOR
Judd Gregg (R) 1,391
REP. IN CONGRESS
"Bill" Zeliff (R) 1,415
EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR
Ruth L. Griffin (R) 1,223
STATE SENATOR
Richard "Rick" Russman (R) 1,426
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REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
Marjorie Battles (R) 1,330
John W. Flanders, Sr. (R) 1,292
David A. Welch (R) 1,337
Kenneh L. Weyler (R) 1,302
COUNTY OFFICES:
SHERIFF
Wayne E. Vetter (R) 1,426
ATTORNEY
Carleton Eldredge (R) 1,363
TREASURER
Clarke R. Chandler (R) 1,183
REGISTER OF DEEDS
"Betty" Waitt Luce (R) 1,394
REGISTER OF PROBABE
Elizabeth E. Powell (R) 1,367
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Warren Henderson (R) 1,275
Questions relating to Constitutional Amendments proposed pursuant to Part H, Article 100 of the
New Hampshire Constitution:
1. Shall there be a convention to amend or revise the constitution?"
YES: 1026 NO: 1168
REPORT OF GENERAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 3, 1992
Questions proposed by the 1991 Legislature
2. "Are you in favor of amending the constitution to provide the 12-person juries shall be required
in capital cases and in cases in which imprisonment may exceed one year; but that, in civil cases and in
cases in which imprisonment may be one year or less, a 6-person jury shall be required?"
This question is submitted to the voters by the 1991 Legislature on votes of 318 to 18 in the House
of Representatives and 22 to 1 in the Senate (CACR 11)
YES: 1489 NO: 920
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3. "Are you in favor of amending the constitution to provide that the Legislature may delegate reg-
ulatory authority to Executive Branch officials, but that any proposed rules may be disapproved by the
Legislature or an appropriate legislative committee, as prescribed by the law?"
This question is submitted to the voters by the 1991 Legislature on votes of 331 to 2 in the House
of Representatives and 24 to in the Senate. (CACR 12)
YES: 1025 NO: 1250
4. "Are in favor of amending the constitution to allow members of a military reserve or national
guard unit occasionally called upon to serve in an emergency to hold the state office of Governor,
Senator, Representative, or Executive Councilor?"
This question is submitted to the voters by the 1991 Legislature on votes of 319 to 10 in the House
of Representative and 15 to 8 in the Senate. (CACR 7)
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1993 town warrant
The Polls Will Be Open from 10:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M. on March 9, 1993
Voting on Articles 1, 5 and 6 Hereof.
ABSENTTE BALLOTS WILL BE PROCESSED AT 1:30 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Kingston in the County of Rockingham in said State quali-
fied to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Rent Room, First Congregational Church in said
Kingston on Tuesday, March 9, 1993 at 10:00 AM. to act upon the following subject:
ARTICLE 1: To elect the following Town Officers: One Selectman for a term of three years;
Treasurer; Chief of Police: TNvo Police Officers: Constable; One Fire Ward for a term of three years; Two
Library Trustees for a term of three years; TVvo Trustees of Trust Funds for a term of three years; Four
Municipal Budget Committee members for a term of three years; One Municipal Committee Member
for a term of one year.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ONBY WRITTENBALLOT
ARTICLE 2: On petition of Neil R. Parker and thirty-five (35) other registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town would vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars ($225,000.00) , a 2/3 bond issue vote, for the
purpose of building a Police Station on 1^ Map Lot U9-9, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such bonds and to determine the rate of interest thereon, all in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33)..
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $225,000.00 to be
placed in the Police Station Capital Reserve Fund established at the 1985 Annual Town Meeting and
name the Selectmen as agents of the Town to expend all funds in such Capital Reserve Fund to carry
out the objects designated by the town.
$25,000.00 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 4: To raise such sums of money as may be neccessary to defray Town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
$2,112,574.00 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Kingston Planning
Board for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: to replace Section 6.25 under Article VI Building
location and construction with the following:
6.25 Fire Safety Requirements for care facilities in the Town of Kingston.
Any facility that provides care or services as defined in RSA 170-E in the Town of Kingston shall be
in compliance with the following safety requirements:
1 - 17 Clients
(1) Shall have operational fire extinguishers located on each floor occupied by children in accor-
diince with the following criteria:
(A) A minimum rating of 2-A per each extinguisher.
(B) Maximum area to be covered by each extinguisher to be less than 3000 Sq. FL
(C) Maximum travel distance to an extinguisher to be less than 50 Ft.
(2) Shall have hard wired smoke and/or heat detectors installed with at least 1 operational bat-
tery operated smoke detector per floor occupied by children.
(3) Shall meet all current state requirements for licensing including a safety inspection by the
Fire Chief or his designee prior to license issue.
(4) Shall be inspected by the Fire Chief or his designee every 3 years in accordance with their
licensing requirements.
18 Clients and above
(1) Shall have supervised alarm system capable of notifying the Kingston Fire Dept. in the event of
an alarm activation in accordance with N.F.PA 101.
(2)Shall have a safety inspection annually.
The fee schedule for aH inspections shall be set by the Board of Selectmen.
All existing Care Facilities as defined in RSA 170-E shall have 1 year from the date of enactment of this
ordinance to comply with it's requirements.
THE PLANNING BOARDAPPROVES THISAMENDMENT
Note: Enactment of this code shall elminate the existing Section 6.25.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ONBY WRITTENBALLOT
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will adopt Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: To add the Section C7. Single Bedroom Requirement
under the Innovative Zoning Ordinance on Page 57 the folllowing sentence:
Building permits shall not be issued for more than 50% of the units in any development con-
structed under this ordinance unless and until the units required by this paragraph have been con-
structed and occupancy permits issued by the Town.
THE PLANNING BOARD APPROVES THISAMENDMENT.
NOTE: This will make the enforcement of the single bedroom units required under innovative
zoning easier for the Town.
SAID ARTICLE TO BE VOTED ONBY WRITTENBALLOT
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow
such sums of money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year and, to issue in the
name of the Town, negotiable notes, the aforesaid notes to be paid during the current year from taxes
collected during the year.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the T^ Collector to allow a deduction of 1
1/2 from Town Property T^ when payment is made with in 30 days of billing.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 9: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty-four (24) other registered voters of the Town
of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to idemnify and save harmless for loss or damage occurring
after said vote, any person employed by it and any member or officer of its governing board, from per-
sonal financial loss and expense including reasonable legal fees and costs, if <my, arising out of any
claim, demand, suit or judgement by reason of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to
a person or accidental damage to or destruction of property if the indemnified person at the time of
the accident resulting in the injury, damage or destruction was acting in the scope of his employment
or office, as set forth in RSA 31.105 Law of N.H.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 10: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty-five (25) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other
givemmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the 1993 calendar year provided
that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a Town Meeting may appropriate money and
that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other Town funds. Further, that the Board of
Selectmen and the Municipal Budget Committee hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spend-
ing such money.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000.00 for the
purpose of constructing renovations to Town Buildings to comply with the Americans with Disabilities
Act.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to pay that sum to the Public Service Company of New Hcimpshire to
settle a pending tax abatement case for 1987 taxes.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 13: On petition of Kenneth L. Weyier and twenty-nine (29) other registered voters of
the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a
lot line adjustment aigreement with the abutters to Town property between Church Street and
Greenwood Pond; most particularly with Gideon Lodge #84. A recent survey of Town property showed
the boundaries of said piece are not clearly defined and the title is cloudy.
ARTICLE 14: On petition of Kenneth L. Weyier and twenty-nine (29) other registered voters of
the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to approve a Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Tcixes (PILOT)
agreement with the Gideon Lodge #84. As a Masonic Lodge, and part of a charitable institution, Gideon
Lodge may be eligible to tax abatement.
The Agreement: Gideon Lodge #84 will lease a portion of its property to the Town of Kingston. The
portion to be leased will be on Greeenwood Pond adjacent to the Town property. The purpose is to cre-
ate a town beach. Gideon Lodge #84 further agrees to pay the first one thousand dollars ($1000.00)
annually toward operation of this beach. Said amount to be increased at intervals for inflation as
agreed to by the Kingston Selectmen and Gideon Lodge. The Town of Kingston will accept above lease
and said dollars as Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Tcixes, and will assure that Gideon Lodge and its members are
held harmless from any litigation involving each beach.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 15: On petition of Diane Vaillant and twenty-four (24) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to not allow any "Adult Bookstore" within five hundred
(500) feet of a residence or within one thousand (1000) feet of any school, kindergarten or daycare
within the Town of Kingston.,
ARTICLE 16: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty four (24) others, to see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Selectmen to accept for Map #U9-9, the lot to be used for a police station, registry
deed fees, engineer's cost at the cost of $5,000.00.
NOTRECOMMENDEDBYBUDGET COMMITTEE
RTICLE 17: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty-four other registered voters of the Town of
Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to continue a comprehensive drug awareness program in both
Sanborn Regional High School and Daniel J. Bakie School.
NOTRECOMMENDEDBYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 18: On petition of Neil R. Parker and twenty-seven (27) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand dol-
lars ($3000.00) for computer software to be used for Police Department statistics for accidents and
report writing.
$2,000.00RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 19: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste T^k Force and twenty-eight registered vot-
ers of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of siz thou-
sand three hundred ($6300.00) dollars to sponsor a limited Regional Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Day. Said cost to be reduced by any grants that may be available for such a program.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 20: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste T^k Force and twenty-eight registered vot-
ers of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to consolidate the two reserve funds now
presently held by the Town for the future closing of the Landfill into one Capital Reserve Fund to be
named "Landfill Closure Fund". Present reserve funds are called "Town" account #29045 and "Landfill
Closing" #31549. Both accounts are in the New Hampshire First Savings and Loan.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 21: On petition of the Kingston Solid Waste 'fesk Force and twenty-seven (27) regis-
tered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
sixty thousand ($60,000) dollars to be placed in the Capital Reserve Account for future Landfill closure.
$31,064.53 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 22: On peition of Richard D. St Hilaire and thirty-two (32) other registered voters of
the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five thou-
sand dollars ($45,000) to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established at Town Meeting March of
1992 for replacement of a highway dump truck with plows and sanders and to name the Board of
Selectmen and Road Agent as agents to expend.
$37,500 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 23: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and thirty four (34) other registered voters
of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand two hundred thirty three dollars and thirty seven
cents ($8233.37) to be placed in the Capital Reserve Account for future replacement of the Ambulance.
Said sum represents the collected Non-Resident Ambulance fees for 1992.
$8,483.37RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 24 - On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and twenty-nine (29) other registered vot-
ers of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) to Lease Purchase a new
Ambulance and to authorize the withdrawal of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) from the Ambulance
Capital Reserve Fund, created for that purpose. Any unspent balance to be returned to the Ambulance
Capital Reserve Fund. This sum represents the first of three annual Lease Purchase payments.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEEE
ARTICLE 25 - On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and thirty-three (33) other registered voters
of the Town of Kingston, on behalf of the Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) to be placed in the Fire
Department Capital Reserve Fund for Apparatus Replacement.
$20,000.00 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGETCOMMITTEE
ARTICLE 26: On petition of the Kingston Fire Wards and thirty (30) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, on behalf of the Kingston Fire Department, to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum on one thousand seven hundred dollars ($1,700.00) for Workmen's Compensation
Supplemental Insurance for the members of the Kingston Fire Department.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 27: On petition of Albert J. Brien and thirty (30) other registered voters of the Town of
Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to permit the Trustees of the Nichols Memorial Library (the pub-
lic library) to apply for, accept and expend without further action by Town Meeting, monies from the
state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal
year.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 28: On peition of Albert J. Brien and thirty (30) othe registered voters of the Town of
Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to permit the Trustees of the Nichols Memorial Library (the pub-
lic library) to retain all monies it receives from its income generating equipment to be used for general
repairs and upgrading and for the purchase of books, supplies and income generating equipment
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 29: On petition of Albert J. Brien and thirty (30) other registered voters of the Town of
Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to permit the Trustees of Nichols Memorial Library (the public
library) to create a trust fund and retain from year to year, all excess funds unexpended from salaries or
operating or maintenance at the public library, for the purpose of the maintenance and care of the
library. It is asked that the trust fund created be irrevocable.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 30: On petition of Jef Flanders-McDougall and forty-six (46) other registered voters of
the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand
dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Nichols Memorial Library Reserve Fund for the future library
expansion as created by the 1990 Town Meeting.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 31: On petition of Russe! V. Army and twenty seven (27) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to be
added to the Capital Reserve Fund established in the 19&7 Town Warrant #46, for the purpose of con-
servation land purchase and cissociated costs.
$10,000.00 RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 32: On petition of Russell V. Army and twenty-seven (27) other registered voters of the
Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of land,
interest in land or money to be deposited into the Conservation Fund KCCJRSA 36-A;5 for the purpos-
es of acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs associated therewith for perma-
nent conservation use. Target properties are Kingston tax map designations R26-44 and R18-31, 32.
Further, that monies from the Capital Reserve Fund for conservation land purchase may be expended
for the cibove stated purpose. Said appropriated or donated funds may be expended by the majority vote
of the Kingston Conservation Commission and the Selectmen.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTE
ARTICLE 33: On petition of the Kingston Recreation Commission and thirty (30) other registered
voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate three thousand
dollars (#3,000.00) for the 1993 July 4th fireworks display.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1900 for the pur-
pose of defraying the costs of the Sports Teams Program of the Recreation Commission.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 35: On petition of thirty-eight registered voters of the Town of Kingston, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) to assist the
Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy Center, a non-profit organization, in providing services to over two
thousand (2,000) women and their children in this area.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 36: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars
($1,000.00) for Cross Roads House, Inc. to be used for the provision of shelter, food and case manage-
ment services for residents of Kingston and other town in the Seacoast region, assisting them in iden-
tifying their needs, setting goals and making referrals to the network of services available to the com-
munity.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 37: To see if the Town will vote to accept a gift of land (1^ Map #U4-216 and U4-217)
from Grace E. Davis.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 38: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue that part of old Route 1265, a Class VI
highway, as shown on plan entitled "Plan of Land in Kingston, New Hampshire, Owned by R & C
Realty Trust" prepared by Charles C. Martin Associates, Haverhill, MA, Scale 1" = 80', dated April 1976,
recorded at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds as Plan D-6118 and further to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to deed any interest of the Town in said land to the current owners for nominal
consideration.
NOTRECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 39: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen, pursuant to RSA
31:95-e, to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the Town for
an public purpose.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 40: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell surplus
goods and equipment from various departments at public auction or by sealed bid.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell tax deeded
property, except water-front property, at public auction or by sealed bid.
RECOMMENDED BYBUDGET COMMITTEE
ARTICLE 42: To see if the Town will vote to accept a gift of land (Tax Map #U9-9) from Ralph R.
Bake. Said land to be returned to Mr. Bake in two years if not utilized by the Town.
ARTICLE 43: To transact any other business that may legally come before meeting.
Given under our hands and seals, this 22nd day of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-
dred and ninety three.
Stamatios Yiokarinis
Jeremy D. Russman
Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
A true copy of Warrant-Attest:
Stamatios Yiokarinis
Jeremy D. Russman
Donald W. Briggs, Jr.
Selectmen of Kingston
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF Kines tont N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 19 o? to December 31 , 19 93 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALIX\BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budget Committee; (Please
(Rev. 1992)


































129,700 122, 125 132,500 132,500
4140 Elec.. Reg, « Vital Stat 5,450 3,961 2, 150 2, 150
4150 Financial Admlnlstrallon
100 58 100 100
41B2 : . . ... lUlialari !S 53,570 54,647 53,570 53.570
4153 Legal Expense 15,000 23.557 ?n.ono 7n.nnn
4155 Personnel Administration 29,666 29,666
4191 Planning and Zoning 15,781 T),?df=; 16,525 16,525
4194 General Qovemment BIdg. 53,278 52,542 57,492 57,492
4195 J^emeteries 20,407 16,791 23,305 23,305
4196 Lontinfiency 20,000 20,000 20.000
4197 Advertising and Reg. Assoc. 4,473 4.263 4,500 4.500
Spvsr Check list 200 ?54 250 250
Board of Adjustment 900 984 1. 170 1 , i?n
4199 Other General Government HDC 50 46 65 65
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police 248.^44 24S.966 254,529 254,529
4215 Ambulance
4220 Fire I02t065 10 1 ,82 1 107,878 106,240 1,63
4240 Building Inspection 13.250 9,399 12,270 12,270
4290 Emergency Management CD 2,412 1 ,448 2,562 2,562
F. Fires/Outsldc Det lil 2.000 469 2,000 2.000
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets 324,532 306,830 296, 1 12 296. 1 12
4313 -J* Block Grant 75, 162 75, 162 89,925 89.925
4316 Street Lighting 1
1
.500 1 Ii754 12.000 12.000
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Qtdl9C«Dll Admin 37,260 36,453 33. 100 33ilOO
4324 Solid Waste OBspiaix P e r a 1 1
1
ins 386,565 434,494 443 t 000 443.000
4325 Sewage Collection & Disposal
Solid Waste Maint. 18,500 5,697 22,500 22.500





4416 Health Agencies and Hospitals 4, 100 3,574 4.550 4.550
Anima 1 Control 4,029 3,437 4,937 4,937
Vital Statistics 837 900 900
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance Jb.ifUU l4,Hb9 21 ,900 21 ,900
4444 Inlergovernmental Well Pay'ts
Wc 1 f are Admin 5.811 6,078 6.175 6,175
bociai bervlcc Aficn fie 44,2 16 44,2 16 46,235 46,235 _
' Sut>-Totals (carry to top o1 page 3)
-2-































Sub-Totals (from page 2)
CULTURE AND RECREATION
1
4520 Parks and Recreation 2.400 1 .658 2,300 7,-^nn
4550 Ubrary 66. 177 63.562 67.526 A7-«;'>A
4583 Patriotic Purposes 500 29 1 «;nn •^oo
Recreation 13.967 n. IflR i9.Rnn 12,800
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources
Conservation Comm 625 644 7«;n 7':C
Part-time Bis. Ins 1 .000 n p
Audit 9,000 8.400 9,000 9.onn
Gasoline 20,000 18.372 20,000 pn.nnn
.
Marriage License Fee S 1 ,400 1 ,22 1 1 ,400 1 .400
Dofi License Fees 400 5 \A. Ann 600
DEBT SERVICE
471 1 Princ.-lxtng Term Bonds & Notes
4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4723 interest on TAN leo.ooo 79.8B7 ao.nnn Rn.nno
FICA 32,800 28,834 26356 26.35A
Medicare 7,700 7,399 6. 164 A . 1 AA
Health/Life Ins 27,000 28,884 37,000 37.onn
Retirement/Pension 17,000 20,936 22,000 2?tOon
Unemploy Compens. 4,000 4,415 5,000 5. nnn
Workers Compens. 48,000 43,904 40.onn An. nnn
General Insurance 55,000 50,834 55 .nnn «;«;,000
Deductib 1 es 10,000 3,875 6.onn A .nnn
OPERATING TRANSFERS
4914
Special Articles 149,99^ 1 34.iiftn ? ^'=',7A? O \
A
-TOO 950
4915 To Caprtal Reserve Funds:
Special Article 150,000 l?9.<?qn ^n .nnn Q
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds
{RSA 31:19-8)
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 2,350,817 2,241 ,254 2,359,960 2,327,372 32,588
Enter n ffiese ctAimns the rumbers wtwch tt^re rwfsed ana approverl Oy ORA and which appear on the prior tax rate papers.
^0H LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32 8, 8-a. & 32:l0-b)
Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation)
S Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items $ Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:8-a) Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32:10*).
RSA 273-A:1,IV •'Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislatrve body of ttm public employer with which r>egoiiations are being conducted."
HEI.P! \\f a<ik your a<nistanrr in Ihf fnllnwine: If y<>u ha\T a linr irrm of appniprialinn which is made up of appropriations from mor«
thannnc(l) Marmnl arliclf, plra«r u-^r Ihr spare hrln» lo idfn(if\ the make-up nf the line total. ^^^ hope this will expedite the lax
rate pri>cess by reducing the number of inquiries from (his office.
3-
























3120 Land Use Change Taxes 82
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes a^soo 7fin 660 SB
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3190 Int. & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes 60,000 52 ,705 flo.ono Bn,(]
Boat Taxes 4iOOO 3.6b9 3,800 3.
a
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits — 14-, 100 14,278 15, 100 15,1
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 350iOOO 367, 175 375.000 375, e
3290 Other Licenses. Permits & Fees 6fB00 8,220 8,000 8.0
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue 152.000 149,910 150.000 150,0
3353 Highway Block Oram 75. 162 75, 162 89.925 89,9
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3356 Slate & Fed Forest Land Relmb.
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income trom Departments 40.000 20, 191 27.500 27,5!
3409 OlherCharges Town Landfll 1 480.000 508,874 520.000 520,01
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 5.000 27.963 25.000 15,0
3502 Interest on Investments 60.000 31 .376 30.000 30,0
3509 Other 45,000 45,6 16 48.200 48.2





3915 Capital Reserve Funds 166,000 129,900 30.000
Refunds/Reimbursements 40,000 252,644 40.000 40,0
3916 Trust and Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc from Long Term Notes A Bonds
Fund Balance:
Items Voted From Surplus
Remainder of Surplus
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1 ,540,512 1 ,721 ,249 1 ,446.325 1 ,406,3!
£nnpr #7 Itts column trie numbers which werB revisea ana epprnved Py DRA and which app
Total Appropriations
ear on the MS-4Jonv
2,327,372
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues. Exclusive o( Property Taxes 1 ,406,325
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes)
921.047
1
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
BUDGET FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPT
OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGEl






1993 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
WARRANT ARTICLE RECOMMENDATIONS
ART. WARRANT ARTICLES AMOUNT B-O-S MBC MBC
# REQUESTED RECC. RECC. NOT RECC.
1. Choose Town Officers Not Money
•5. Adopt Amendment 1 to Zoning Ordinance Not Money
6. Adopt Amendment 2 to Zoning Ordinance Not Money
2.. Bond Police Station 225,000.00 0.00 0.00
3. Fund Police Station 225.000.00 25.000.00 25,000.00
4 . Raise such sums to defray Town charges 2.185,970.00 2,114.212.00 2,112,574.00 1,638
7. Authorize borrowing Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
8. Authorize 1 .5% property tax deduction Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
9. Accept Town Official Indemnification Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc '.
10. Grants Expenditure Authorization Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
11. Fund ADA Compliance for Town Buildings 40.000.00 40.000.00 40,000.00
12. P.S.N.H. Tax Abatement 30.000.00 30.000.00 30,000.00
13. Adjust Lot-line Not Money
14. PILOT and Beach Recc/Not Recc Not Recc Not Recc
15. Adult Bookstore Not Money
16. Accept land and engineering costs 5.000.00 0.00 0.00
17. Comprehensive Drug Awareness Program 5.000.00 0.00 0.00
18. Police Dept Software 3.000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
19. Limited Hazardous Waste Collection Day 6.300.00 0.00 0.00
20. Consolidate Landfill Closure Fund Recc/Not Recc Not Recc Not Recc
21. Fund Landfill Closure CRF 60.000.00 31.064.53 31,064.53
22. Fund Highway Equipment CRF 45.000.00 37,500.00 37,500.00
23. Fund Ambulance CRF 8.233.37 8.483.37 8,483.37
24. Fund Additional Ambulance 30,000.00 30.000.00 0.00 30.000
25. Fund Frre Department Apparatus CRF 40.000.00 20.000.00 20,000.00
26. Fireman Supplemental Insurance 1.700.00 1 ,700.00 0.00 1.700
27. Library Grants Expenditure Authorization Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
28. Create Library Operations Tmst Fund Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
29. Create Library Excess Funds Trust Fund Recc/Not Recc Not Recc Not Recc
30. Fund Future Library Expansion CRF 10.000.00 10.000.00 10,000.00
31. Fund KCC Conservation CRF 15.000.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
32. Accept Donations to KCC Conservation Fund Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
33. Fireworks 3.000.00 0.00 0.00
34. Fund Sports Team Program 1.900.00 0.00 0.00
35. Fund Greater Haverhill Crisis Pregnancy Cente 750.00 0.00 750.00 (750)
36. Fund Crossroads House of Portsmouth 1.000.00 0.00 0.00
37. Accept Land Gift Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
38. Discontinue and Grant Old Route 125 Recc/Not Recc Not Recc Not Recc
39. Accept Gifts of Personal Property Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
40. Sell Surplus Goods at Auction Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
41. Sell Tax-Deeded Property Recc/Not Recc Recc Recc
43,. Transact Other Business
A2,. Accept Bake Land Gilt
WARRANT ARTICLES:
Taxation 2.911.853.37 2.329.959.90 2.327.371.90 2.588.00
Capital Reserve Funds 30.000.00 30,000.00 0.00 30,000.00
TOTAL 1993 BUDGET REQUEST 2,941,853.37 2,359,959.90 2,327,371.90 32,588.00
TOWN Ol* KINOSTON
1 fiOa Annual T*wn M**«lno
D«t«il*d Bud0M FUeefiuTMndillon*
TCWN OFFIC BR8' SALARIES








T«wn Cl«f»/rw Coll^dor 37.4M 37,890.00 37,466 37.466
7rM»w»r 3,««0 3.923^3 3,860 3,880
eupvrofChMttUit 02S 926.66 926 025
TmstM* 1,637 1,640.66 1,637 1,637
Aurfhw*
TOTAL E9.E70 64,647.13 Ka,E70 S3.S70
TOWN OFFICERS- EXPENSES








T«l«pt»n« 4,600 4.000.32 4,300 4,300
Fermt 4 Env»)op«« 1,200 884.88 1,200 1,200
L*S«IA<i« 1,200 008.26 1.000 1,000
Twwn nvpOftv 4,E00 4,368.06 4,000 4.000
CofTipuMr 8«fvio««
a,ooo 3.1B1.71 3.600 3.600
Pe«l*9* 9,S00 3,048.79 3.600 3,600
Money Ord«r Fmi 4S.00
0«f T«^ 300 33a60 600 500
Equipment Rapain 600 200.00 600 600
Do«h» 760 764.68 800 800
A**M*lnf 10,000 8.930.37 6.000 8,000
Tax Map Updaia* i.eoo 1.802.60 2.000 ZOOO
Raoordln^ Fa** 000 607.00 000 900
MHaa^a&Maala eoo 61132 600 800
Duaa 1,860 1,000.82 1,000 1.900
Safntnarm/TraWrtg 300 30.00 300 300
Equlpmant Si^pplla* 607.30
TlMMapPorS*;* 100 84.7S 100 100
Computar Suppll** eoo 0.00 600 500
1,000 0.00 1.000 1.000
C^mputtryfining 600 17B.00 600 600
Campuar MaWananca 4.000 6,188 00 5.700 6.700
Dafund* 1,000 68.00 300 300
AdcClaaalflad
ConauMng/OiAalda Srvoa 400 60.00 400 400
6qw<pmant OWea BOO 402.00 1,000 1.000
Bqul|» Malnl Contract 3.000 1.018.V 3.000 2.000
Huni Road Eaorew/PanaMaa
8«M Waa(« TF Oparatlon* 2.000 2.000
Tvwn Cafala TV Oparatlon* 1.000 1.000
TOTAL 1S0.700 123,13647 132.SOO 13?,«V)
1
ie«3 [>«t«H«d Ourf^M rUeommtwiatfona (C«nt)
ELECTION « REQISTRATION EXPENSES










60 14&1S 160 160
PrintlnQ 1,000 tsaoo too 800
Food! 400 308.60 100 100
aoo MO 300
6,4S0 3.0CO.M Z1K0 ?,1M
CEMETERY DEPARTMENT







F.tO. 1,013 1,013.00 1,266 1.266
TiMokHIr* 1,200 1,200 1.200
th^,^^ 600 SOO 600
Mto*9« & Mcdt/Rubblth 703.60
1,B00 1,600
\jtgH 960 360
FmVUtm 900 800 800
300 900 900
Naw Equipment 600 600
260 BOO BOO
TOTAL 20,407 18.790.80 23.306 23.306
GENERAL GOVT BUILOINOS







P«rt-7>T>« A«»l«t«no» 1,000 6eao3 1,000 1,000
MItMV* » M^./RubbUh 300 3oaoo 300 100
UWUm (Cloctrlc/Qat) 10.500 iao74.ei 11,600 11,600
HmI 4 S«rvU)« 8.00G 6.670.44 6.000 6,000
Rial Tank Malnl 300 0.00 460 460
W«>w^ A Cootar R«ntal« l,2O0 1.240 60 1.200 1.200
P«ip«r * CUankig SuppOat 1.300 1,287.03 1,400 1,300
Paint, Hardwara, Toela BOO ES242 600 600
Bqulpmant MaMtananca 800 737.44 600 600
Lumbar * St^iaa 300 170 23 200 200
Mlao CapAa) Impravamarrta 3.810 3.63S.60 3.760 3,660
8«4aty Equlpmant 100 97.04 100 100
ftaptte 138 OOJX) 340 340
PaMln« 800 293.36 Z600 Z600
F\r» &^ulpm»nt 360 337.00 300 300
Mofiltcoo^ 720 72a00 756 766
WaUr Taatlng 60 18.00 133 133
RxturaRapalr 1,000 1.037.26 1,000 1,600
Physleala 2S0 280
TOTAL (9.278 K2.S41.B1 S7,403 67.492
1009 D«taBMl Bud0«l FWeamin«ndaller« (Canl)
PLANNINQ BOAFIO










Ttlwftnnt 400 4M.60 460 460
L«0«IA<lt 300 434.60 BOO 600
fliBiniaa 28 138.09 78 76
P«t(««« 980 881.87 976 976
Oectu 84.60 SO 60
R«9ordlno P««« 200 301.00 380 360
©•mlnn»»/Tr«Wn5 ISO 80.00 126 126
L«9d 1,000 1,084.70 1.200 1,200
C«ntnM>(«d$*«v(e«« 360 341.00 300 300
en9h««r 3,000 9,000 3,000
««RGelMitl«t BOO 167.00 400 400
OlTMitt PidM- Plannw* 7,M« 8,784.00 7,200 7.200



















































1003 1003 B.0.8 MBC MBC
BUDflET AHTIIAI RECC RECC NOT RECC
9«l«ut*« 600 343.14 600 BOO
T9f#pnonA 100 214.08 220 220
L«fdA4« 900 343.00 260 280
ew»^ 11.78
Po»t«9« 100 171.60 180 180
TOTAL 000 083.77 1.120 1,120












































PoBe«Ome*rM 2S.3C7 20.207 30,207
Poies ONkwM a7.oao 27,03^ 27.090
Pole«Offl<»r«4 20.701 24^16 24,216
PoKMOHhwM 1«,22S 24,316 24,916
PolteAOffloM'M 12,160 10,273 10,378
S«cra(ary ia,S3S 10,110.03 10,600 10,600
10.000 0.401.61 9,000 9,000
Court Ov«/«tm« 3,000 2,000
Ptif4.Tlm« OHiMr* 22,700 91.634.0e 21,000 21,000
RdaftM RtitvTnlal iM.iec 104.076 40 200.170 200,170
T«l«phon« 3.100 4.001.71 9,600 9,600
Fonn* A Publle^ion* 1.500 1,311.14 1,600 1,600
StatV>n Sippl** 1.200 1.006.17 1.200 1,200
P<Mt»0« 2S 302.00 260 260
MBsaga A U«Wa/Rubbl«h 200 42.01 200 200
Dual 100 iiaoo 100 100
S«mkuv«/TrMin4no 2.000 2.203.63 2.000 2,000
Equ^VTMnt Sipptl** 1.700 1,766.17 1,600 1,600
Equlpmftnl MalnL 400 606,00 600 600
FUdloMnlnt. 7.250 6.970.20 6.200 6,200
Phy>lea)« 3.000 422.66 3,600 3,600
PsychoiogkMl TwUng OSS.00 300 300
AmmunVon 1,K0C 1.010.00 1,600 1,600
CnjtMT Raplaottmwi* 10.600 1 6.343J3 20,000 20.000
lnlaximr*t*r eu9plw« 4O0 404.16 400 400
UnBulim 2.700 ».647.00 2,700 3,700
Crubsr Malntonkne* 7.000 0,641.01 4.000 4.O0O
TOTAL 247.744 240,005.02 2S4.S20 264.62S





SaliulM 30,260 35,733.40 34,000
S«a«wry 7.9e0 7,253.34 13,678
ChM 4,680 4,844.B3 4.660
T*MK>f« 3<400 3,482.06 3400
S^jpSM 2,200 2,014.70 3,200
Mtaag* 6 M««lt/T)ubb)«h 260 163.40 260
8«mkim/Tralnln9 6,000 S.OM.OO 6,600
8.C.B.A. 2,600 1,847.71 1,600
Radio Malntonanc* 2,100 1,803.10 1,600
Rvno Baptocwnam 4,600 4.404.00 3,600
Coatt&Haii 4,700 4,730.39 6,140
AmbulMK* Suv>p>ai 4,000 6,643.49 3,700
Hm* RapteeamMit 3.425 3,426.00 2,600
nraPraventton 800 617.38 760
VaMcta Upgrada 1,000 696.26 800
Diy Hydrant 1,600 0.00 1,000
has. MM. 3,000 847.60 2,000
Prwantativa Mvdldna 7,000 6,627.46 7,080
Madleai Phyaicais 26.00





















TOTAL ioi,aai.4l 107.678 106,240 1638
CIVIL DEFENSE









TvtvphorM 700 567.06 700 700
auppnae 60 00.66 60 60
EquipfnanI Rapalra 300 104.98 3O0 300
S%mk\ar%/Tmiring 300 200 200
R«W Cqulpm«o» 100 100 100
Eqiripmant Offloa 78 76
TraMng Equlpmant 76
Phy«)calt S60 600 600
TOTAL 2,418 1.446.00 3.B82 2.562
BUIUDINQ/FIRE INSPECTION
1»«2 1992 B^O-8 MBC MBC
BUDGET ACTllAI RECC RffPP NdTRECe
8a)ary 12.000 8,474J)6 11000 11000
Tataphona 27.26 60 80
8up9la« SO 90.00 100 100
C<Maeock« 100 74.35 100 100
Mnaaga 1,000 613.34 800 600
Duaa 120.00 130 120
•amIn•r»/Tmining 100 0.00 100 too
9.399.03 12.270 12.270 0.00








- HIGHWAYS. STREETS & BRIDOES
StrMtUghdng 11,600

















1992 1092 B-O-8 MBC MBC
AtrruAL aeer. MCO KOT RECC
SALARIES
Ro«dAg»nt 31,063 99,991.20 33.280 33.280
Woi1^*r«1 23,034 24,939 24.039
Wo*»r#2 20,941 21.840 21,840
WorMrM 21,404 21,403 21,403
^•fflm* 12.000 9,692.12 10,000 10,000
Part-ttm* H^p 3,000 1,139.27 3.000 3.000
- 8U>-(otai 112.932 110,82Z69 114,462 114,462
Taiaphofl* 600 768.91 800 800
8uppU«i 600 130.03 200 200
Equlpmant RapaJn 10,000 12,607.61 10,000 10,000
Clothlne Rantal 2,100 2,176.68 2.200 2.200
Sa<at/ Eoutpment aoo 364.48 800 800
S«mlnare/Training 100 10.00 460 460
Radio MalnMnanca 1.000 1,281.60 600 600
MwJkMri Phyaloala 1.000 0.00 1,600 1,600
SocwPtowtng 12.000 1Z138.60 12.000 12.000
Equlpmant Ranta) 18.000 14,460.26 10,000 10,000
Cold Patch 2.600 916.20 1.600 1,600
HotMh 60,000 63,039.72 36,000 36.000
RoadOtI 18,000 13,346.02 6,000 8,000
Qraval 7.600 8,178.06 7,600 7,600
Sand 10,000 8,066.00 10,000 10.000
Lumb«f 1.000 818.20 600 600
CuhifX & Catch Basin iOOO 3.670.33 3,000 3,000
Sign* & BantoadM 2,000 2.210.82 2,000 2.000
Tool* 2,000 1,377.01 2,000 2,000
on. OrmaM, & Butds 1.600 1,126.02 1,600 1,800
HartKwara 2.000 1,689.00 2.000 2,000
Road R*-buMlr>g 60.000 39,701.32 60,000 60.000
PtowBladM 2,000 1,600.04 2,000 2.000
Pavamani MaiVlng ZOOO 2.946.22 2.600 2,600
Tr»aRamovii 3.000 2.707.00 3,600 3,600
Btf 12,000 12.206.32 12.000 12,000
TOTAL 334.633 906.820.61 206,112 208,112
1003 DataBcd BodgM n>oaitiiii»nd«rioni (Cent)
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
1802 10«2 B-04 MBC MBC
BUDQET ArniAi RECC necr. NQTRKC.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL ADMINISTRATION
StMw 3^060 33,«04^ 30,000 30,000
Tvwpnonv soo 668.60 700 700
SmppAm 1,300 1,073.02 1.100 1,100
Dut8 1,400 9S.00 100 100
Ccmp/Training 100 100 100
UtlltlM 1,000 1.020.W 1,100 1,100
- Sut»-T«UI a7,a«o 36.462.80 33,100 33.100
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL OPERATIONS
8«lld Waste DI^XMal 100.000 211,562.00 215.000 215.000
S1,6«6 59.086.00 60,000 60,000
WaighFMi 30.000 37.78S.00 38,000 38,000
RMldantlal PMuip 116,000 128,062.38 110.000 110,000
RMkienlW R*cyeing 22.000 22.000
0iib-T*ui ato.SAS 434.464.38 443,000 443,000
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL MAINTENANCE
Clotur* Plans 2,600 1,187.40 2.600 asoo
Engln«6t1n0AV*H SampHng 15.000 4,500.00 16,000 16,000
HMcrdou* WmM FUmovaf 1.000 0.00 1,000 1.000
Hnw^ous Wu(* CoRMtlen 4,000 4,000
- Sub-Totel ia.eoo 5.697 22.500 22,600
TOTAL 448,326 47«,a46 408.600 408,600
HEALTH DEPARTMENT











6\jpfiU» 100 06.47 ISO 160
MIW*g« & M«i^«/nubblsh 260 192.20 260 260
DUM 60 40.00 60 60
8«mln«rt/Tr«lf*>fl 60 60.00 60 60
Water Anatyal* 60 60 50
TOTAL 4,100 a.873.74 4.6fi0 4.660
1003 OmUM BadgM B»eemm»n^iion» (ConO
ANIMAL CONTROL









SlDpIlM 76 138.60 300 300
Dog Pood 160 4«.61 180 160
Book* 20 S3 63
MII«(««&M«altm(jbbiih 600 600 600
NH8PCA 100 100 100
FWd BqulpfflwK 660 eM.67 660 660
Vattflnaitan 200 68.00 200 200
PnvvnMtv* M«lldn* 160.00 160 160
M«d)«ai Phyrsleal 600 600
TOTAL 4,02« 2,*M.M 4.037 4.037
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
1962 1M2 B-0-$ MBC MBC
BUMBT RiCn ftPT^ft NQT RECC
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Rant 17,600 6,257.62 10,000 10.000
Foods 700 iia.M 400 400
Madlc«i 600 466.67 600 600
HMt 4,000 i,74a.e« 2.000 zooo
Mwt9«g« 7.600 2.027.11 6,000 6,000
Bvolrto S,000 3,210JO 4.000 4,000
TOT/SL 96.aoo 14.869 21,900 21,000
ADM1NI3TRATTVE COSTS
Salafy 4,736 6,040.93 6,160 5,160
T«l«phon« 600 747.42 700 700
Suppto* 60 106.00
Booto laoo 60 60
Ml«t«« & M«als/Rubt)i«h 200 96.40 160 160
CXIM 26 26.00 26 26
i*(nk]»n 60 60.00 60 60
CootVR#^ Latter* ISO 0.00 60 80
TOTAL B,S11 «.077.t4 6.1 76 6,176
SOCIAL SERVICES







8«acoa8t M«it«y HMtth 2.000 iOOO 2,000 2,000
RC CofumunHy AelJofi Proj 4.010 4,019 6,408 6,466
VIsMng NurM* Amoc 6.342 6,362 8.362 6,362
LAnnpfay Health Cm 2,700 Z700 2J36 2,636
SaaooMt H««pie« 1.460 1,460 1,480 1,460
RC Coun8«ning Safvlcaa 3,160 3.160 3.160 3,160
Kingston Chlldran'a Cantar Z500 2.600 2.760 2.760
Araa Homatnakar Sarvksa 2.000 2,000 2.260 2.2S0
Vte Oaa/y Cantar 1.600 1.800 1,600 1,500
Saxual Aaaault Suppotl Sat M17 1.417 1,600 1,600
Rtohia McPmiUra C. Ctr 2.250 Z2flO Z260 Z2eo
Saacoeat Big Sromor/Slatoi 1.066 1,086
Ontg» Ar* Danoaroua 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
RMk»d 6«nior Voluntaaf Ptogram 700 700
TOTAL 44,31 e 44.216 46,236 46,236
lOM D»t««»J Budgmk AMonunwviattom <Cen9
LiBAAny
i0oa 1002 B-O-8 MBC MBC
mo^FT ACTUAL RECC RPCC Norr RErc
- PERSONNEL
40,907 SS,iaiJC 42,091 42,031
FICA >,12C 3,12B.00 9,21S 9,211
• UBRAnVMATEniALS
B«ol(a(A4uK} «.000 i,ia4^i 4.200 4,200
Books (ChlM) 3,332.64 3,100 ^100
1.400 1,230.00 1,200 1,200
Audtovlaual 1,000 1.071.06 1,000 1,000
2.200 3,340.90 2AW 2.200
100 199.B4 aso 220
- BUILOINQ MAINTENANCE
H*«fl laoo 1.3S7.94 2,000 2,000
BMtrWty a.aoo 1,MS.a4 1.078 1.B7B
!•••"• rt# 720 «4S,99 700 700
HopiUrAMaInt 2.000 2.49SJ>1 2,000 2.000
WMor 176 laoai 160 160
Claanlng SuppIlM 100 M.43 78 7B
LandMoflnf 7S0 ssaoo 260 260
Cloonlnf SopvtcM 060 i.tso.oe 1.4S0 1.4S0
• OPERATINQ EXPENSES
Pe«te0* 926 343.M 900 900
Mk«9* 76 90.40 60 60
Coftforvnoo* 76 MM 7S 78
8«ho«lnf 960 9M.60 700 700
AttvMtWng 60 aoo 60 60
DuM 100 iiaoo 110 110
Pr^ym 6uppW«t 200 209.10 200 200
BK Maint SuppOoa 900 997.82 800 800
EQUIPMENT/FURN rrURI 400 Ba7.2« 400 400
PUBUO RELATIONS 76 90.96 76 76




1909 1009 B-0.8 MBC MBC
minnPT ACTUAl RECC RECC ilOLBECfi.
1,600 098.00 1,000 ifiOO
aoo 120.00 160 1B0
800 •oaoo 1.160 1,160
TOTAL a.400 9.900 9,900
CONS6RVATION COMMISSION







eupf>u* 96 122.10 76 76
^9t*f* 7M
AMJXt
Mhn 4 M««IWRubbl*h 26 0.00 2fi 2S
Ouoo 176 176.00 176 171
Somlfian/Trmlning 200 40.00 200 200
YouttiComp 210.00 100 100
100 100 100
760
1083 DtttJt^a Bud9*l RMomnwndatlon* (Cont)
RECREATION COMMISSION









$umm«r Proorani SupplWt ZOOO 2,1U.08 2,000 2,000
E^|ptn*nl/Sif>f>llM 200 0.00 100 100
E«ft»r Party 200 - 179H0 160 160
Hiflowxn Party 1.000 422.91 500 600
Chrtetmaa party 260 32«.7fl 360 360
Spcmorad Bvantm 3.600 3.969.76 3,500 3,600
Man'tSoooar 160 160.00
9«nler C»faao« 300 300.00 300 300
Woman't 8«(tball 900 300.00
Bd»* Ruth BM«b«n HSO 0.00
















- CULTURE & RECREATION
Patrt««« Purpe««« EOO 391.14 600 600
• DEBT SERVICE
InUrMt, Tax Antio. 1 00.000 70.S6«.6« 80.000 90.000
• OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
MwTlaga U«*rMa Pm« 1,400 1.221.00 1,400 1,400
Do9Uewn«F*«« 400 514.20 600 600
- MISCELLANEOUS
RCA(e.?K,) 32.800 28.833.98 26,d6« 26468
Madloara (1.45%) 7,700 7J9fl.02 6.164 6.164
HaWtMJfa Insurwwat 27.000 28.683.65 37.000 37,000
Ratlramam 17,000 20,936.48 22.000 22,000
NH U^«<npk•y^^«n( In* 4.000 4.41 S.1
1
6.000 6,000
NH Wort<a« Comp 48.000 43.904,00 40.000 40,000
0«n*>«J Irwurvne* Gvp U.OOO 60.634.00 66.000 66.000
Part-T)m« Diaablllty ln«ur«r 1,000
In* DaOuotlbWa 10,000 3.874.68 6.000 6,000
AudK 9,000 6,400.00 0,000 9.000
OmoHo* ao.ooo 1 8.97 1.7a 30.000 20.000
TOTAL »33,S00 30fi.fl32.4fi 300.020 300.020
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